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By beating the 
Catamounts of Western 
Carolina, 83-71, 
Saturday at Hanner 
Fieldhouse, the Eagles 
snapped out of a four- 
game losing streak. 





Tlie Botanical Garden is 
aplace where people of 
al ages can go to learn 
j    ax>ut the history and 
culture of plants native to 
he area. 
Please see story, 
page 9 
I Weather 
Today: Mostly cloudy 
with a 20 percent 
4 * chance of showers and 
thunderstorms with a 
high in the upper 60s. 
Wednesday: Chance 
of showers and 
thunderstorms early 
then clearing in the 
afternnoon with a high 
in the low 70s. 
Today's Word 
dactyionomy 
(daktiLONume) n. the 
pratice of counting on 
i*    one's fingers. 
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It is a desire of The George- 
Anne to print the news of Geor- 
gia Southern University as ac- 
curately as possible. If you be- 
lieve that something covered is 
• in error, contact the editor at 
681-5246 as soon as possible. 
Thank you. 
FOR ADVERTISING INFO.: 681-5418 
STORY OR PHOTO IDEA: 681-5246 
FAX NUMBERS: 871-1357,681-0863 
LANDRUM BOX: 8001 
E-MAIL TO: 
stud.pub@gsaix2.cc.GaSoU.EDU 
Check out our On-Line Newspaper at 
http://wwiv.stp.gasou.edu 
Liked By Many, Cussed 
By Some... 
Read By Them All 
Ray to leave for Georgia Tech in March 
By Joshua Edmonson 
News Editor 
One of the most recognized fig- 
ures on campus will be leaving on 
March 30. 
Stephanie Ray, director of 
multicultural affairs, has tried 
for the past seven years to bring 
awareness, acceptance and diver- 
sity to the GSU campus. 
But she will begin working at 
Georgia Tech on March 31. 
Ray was selected to take over 
the new job of associate dean of 
students and director of diversity 
issues. Her responsibilities will 
be similar to the ones she is per- 
forming now in the multicultural 
affairs office. 
"I've worked on four different 
college campuses and I've never 
worked with the caliber of stu- 
dents like those at GSU," Ray 
said. "They have enhanced my 
life many ways, professionally 
and personally." 
Ray said the day that she leaves 
will be a very emotional one for 
her. 
"I love the students here," Ray 
said.   "You can walk down the 
Black Awareness Month plans 
to draw more diverse cultures 
ROSENWALI 
BUILDING 






After seven years of helping the students on this campus, Stephanie 
Ray will be leaving GSU for Georgia Tech on March 30. 
pedestrium and students talk to 
you. Not every campus has that 
to offer. We can be proud of that 
fact." 
Ray came to GSU in Septem- 
ber of 1990 when she began work- 
ing at the counseling center. In 
June of 1994, she was chosen to 
lead the newly-formed office of 
multicultural affairs. 
During her tenure at GSU, 
Ray has formed Women's Aware- 
ness Week, Diversity Week and 
Religious Diversity Week. 
Ray said that she believes her 
Please see RAY, page 12 
By Joshua Edmonson 
News Editor 
Though criticized as divisive 
in the past, the office of 
multicultural affairs hopes that 
this year's Black Awareness 
Month will be inclusive of all 
cultures and will have even more 
diversity than in previous years. 
To draw more diverse cultures 
into Black Awareness Month, 
Stephanie Ray, director of 
multicultural affairs, invited all 
campus organizations to plan and 
participate in the month's events. 
On Martin Luther King Jr. 
Day, Ray invited all campus or- 
ganizations to light a candle in 
memorial at the King Ceremony. 
"I invited all student organi- 
zations to nominate a student 
speaker to speak at the ceremony, 
which is something I have al- 
ways done," Ray said. 
Students are also given the 
opportunity to plan the programs 
and to pick the speakers. 
All organizations and depart- 
ments on campus were sent a 
budget request form so that they I 
could request funding to spon-l 
sor their own programs during | 
Black Awareness Month. 
Ray said that the Black| 
Awareness Month committee, 
which consists of about 70 fac- 
ulty, staff and students, is al- 
ways open to any student who | 
wishes to participate, regard- 
less of his or her culture. 
"We have always had really I 
good student participation," Ray | 
said. 
• Ray said that the crowd turn- 
out during Black Awareness I 
Month programs has increased 
three times from what they were | 
before. 
"There have been programs I 
where there was standing room | 
only," she said. 
Ray wants to emphsize that | 
Black Awareness Month per- 
tains to everyone. Without the 
contributions of African Ameri- 
cans throughout the years, we 
would not have the traffic light, 
Please see DIVERSITY, page 121 
Inductees to the GSU Hall of Fame 
Hans Knoepfel 
Pam Baker-Odom, Raymond Gross, Joey Hamilton, Joe Ross, the late Dr. Robert Swint and Loy 
A. Waters will join the 78 previous members of the GSU Athletic Hall of Fame. 
Swint's step-daughter, Janet Taulbee (second from the left) and Si Waters (far right), son of Loy 
Waters, gave speeches and accepted awards on behalf of their parents. 
Please see story on page 7 
Northland Cable plans to crack 
down on cable service thefts 
By Wendi Williams 
Staff Writer 
Northland Cable is cracking 
down on the residents of States- 
boro for the theft of cable ser- 
vices. 
Rick Hutchison, systems man- 
ager at Northland Cable, said 
that the amount of damages to 
cable equipment is increasing and 
has become a costly problem for 
the company. 
"We may have to audit all of 
the apartment complexes be- 
cause of the damages and theft 
of our equipment," Hutchison 
said. 
Many students live in these 
complexes, but Hutchison is not 
looking only for students. 
"I don't want anyone to say I'm 
pointing out students," he said. 
"Many people who are not stu- 
dents live in these complexes and 
they are also guilty." 
Any persons who inform the 
cable company that they are re- 
ceiving illegal cable services and 
set up an account with the com- 
pany to obtain legal service will 
not be prosecuted, Hutchison 
said. 
"I want people to know that I 
am about to start looking into 
this matter, because I do not 
want to have to prosecute any- 
one," he said. "I am not in busi- 
ness to cause problems." 
Both the Statesboro and the 
University Police say they will 
back Hutchison's efforts in pros- 
ecuting those found to be receiv- 
ing illegal services. 
"The crime falls under the 
theft of services law, which holds 
a misdemeanor charge with up 
to 12 months jail time, or a 
dollar amount fine," Det. Ivy, of 
the SPD, said. 
Hutchison said the fines can 
be hefty, but if someone is 
caught, they will owe money for 
more than just the services. 
"Theft of my service is a fed- 
eral offense," Hutchinson said. 
"Fines can be as much as $ 1,000. 
But I will ask for court costs, 
along with payment for the cable 
service."  
Please see CABLE, page 12 
Delivery of Student Phone 
Directory still unknown 
SGA says an employee sabotage at the 
publishing company is to blame for the delay 
By Kevin Bonsor 
Assistant News Editor 
Anyone looking for phone 
numbers of GSU students won't 
be able to find them in the 
1996-1997 GSU Student Phone 
Directory because it has not 
been delivered to the univeristy 
due to an employee at the pub- 
lishing company alledgedly sabo- 
taging the company's computer 
system. 
Due to the problem, there is no 
clear date on when the directo- 
ries will be delivered, Earl 
Cashon, the Student Govern- 
ment Association's faculty advi- 
sor, said. 
The employee of Collegiate 
Publishing in Arkansas was in 
charge of the computer data- 
bases and the transferal of 
information received from GSU 
to the computers at the pub- 
lisher. 
"The guy quit and evidently 
sabotaged the stuff," Cashon 
said. 
Before the employee quit his 
job, he damaged the computer 
files, including the file contain- 
ing the GSU student directory, 
Cashon said. 
The company had to hire an- 
other    person    to    try to sort 
through the computer system in 
an attempt to repair it, he said. 
The SGA has done their part 
of the work on the directory, 
Cashon said. 
During the summer, the SGA 
completed the first 16 pages of 
the directory and then had to 
wait until after students went 
through drop-add in fall quarter 
to obtain the updated student 
information from the registrar's 
office. 
In November, all of the com- 
piled information and the first 
16 pages were sent off to the 
publisher by form of magnetic 
tapes, Cashon said. 
Cashon said he has tried sev- 
eral times to contact the pub- 
lisher but hasn't been able to 
talk with anyone. 
As of press time, the Arkansas 
publishing company has not re- 
turned calls to comment on the 
allegations. 
Each year companies bid to 
publish the student directory, 
and the Collegiate Publishing 
company received the bid for 
this year's directory. 
"This is the first year we've 
ever used them, and it may be 
the last," Cashon said. 
Photographers hard at work 
Mike Spilker 
Les Elijah, Anna Nelson and Shamera Esak (from left to right) are doing a video postcard of 
Lakeside Cafe. The pictures are for their winter quarter Advanced TV/ TV2 class. 
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POLICE BEAT 
GSU Division of Public Safety 
January 28,1997 
•Michelle Prisant reported a 
blue topaz bracelet was missing 
from Marvin Pittman. 
•Misty Washington reported 
a Texas Instruments calculator 
was missing from the Russell 
Union. 
•Daniel Sharpe reported 400 
feet of metal studs were missing 
from the M.C. Anderson con- 
struction site. 
•Deana Anderson reported a 
chopping block was missing from 
the Phi Mu House. 
January 30,1997 
• Lloyd Vaughn reported 
someone had tampered with the 
motor of his vehicle while it was 
parked in the Hanner lot. 
• Elizabeth Shelly, of GSU 
Residence Life, reported that a 
VCR missing from a storage 
closet in Veazey Hall. 
Statesboro Police Department 
February 2,1997 
•Lamar Jones, of Stadium 
Walk, reported an unwanted 
person. 
February 1,1997 
•Melanie Weinberg, of Park 
Place, reported someone entered 
her vehicle and stole a CD player 
and a pocketbook containing two 
checkbooks and several credit 
cards. 
January 31,1997 
•Chad Hixson, of Park Place, 
reported criminal trespass. 
•Kelli Spears, of Park Place, 
I ANNOUNCEMENTS 
reported a sick person. 
January 30,1997 
•Michael Garad Brown, of 
Heritage Square Apartments, 
reported someone broke into his 
apartment and stole a jacket and 
two watches. 
January 29,1997 
•Kiersten Freeman, of Wil- 
low Bend Apartments, reported 
criminal trespass. 
•Gordon Garner, of 
Greenbriar Apartments, re- 
ported an unknown white male 
in a car stopped in front of his 
apartment and shot two left side 
windows out of his car. 
January 28,1997 
•Jerald Carter, of Rucker 
Lane, reported theft by taking of 
his portable phone while he was 
at the Bulloch County Library. 
.:■:,■;.: ■■■■■■■ :■■:::     . ■■;. ■■ ■■     .  "     ■   ;■;■;:■::;.:: ■:■;■;■: 
Clinton to participate in education roundtable at ASU 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA—President 
Clinton will participate in a 
roundtable on education reform 
and deliver a speech when he 
visits Augusta State University 
next week. 
The president will fly into 
Augusta's Bush Field on Wednes- 
day and travel to the university, 
where he will meet with a panel 
of students, business leaders and 
educators, and then present his 
speech. 
The trip comes just a day after 
the president's State of the Union 
address in which he is expected 
to discuss his plan to give fami- 
lies tax credits of up to $1,500 a 
year for the first two years of 
college. 
The program is modeled 
loosely upon Gov. Zell Miller's 
successful HOPE program, 
which pays full college tuition 
for students who achieve and 
maintain a B average. 
The school he will visit in Au- 
gusta has an enrollment of about 
5,600 students. About 920 of 
them are on HOPE scholarships, successful program, it is an ap- 
Miller,  a political ally of propriate place (for Clinton) to 
Clinton's, will participate in the go to highlight" his plan, said 
event. White House spokeswoman Julie 
"With Georgia having such a Green. 
232-8222  354-4722   489-1155  368-6550 
Corner of Chatham Plaza- Statesboro Hinesville 
Butt <B Victory    Across from the Mall    HS^'BSSHSIS    Liberty Square 
Things To Do At GSU 
Today 
•Applications are now being 
accepted for the 1997 Home- 
coming Chair. All full-time 
GSU students with a GPA of 2.5 
or better are eligible to apply. 
Applications may be picked up 
in room 2024 of the Russell 
Union. Applications are due no 
later than Friday, Feb. 14 by 5 
p.m. and interviews will take 
place from Feb. 17 to Feb. 20. 
For more information, contact 
the Russell Union at 681-0399. 
•The Henderson Library will 
be offering tutorial sessions in 
writing, reading skills, study 
skills, and math throughout the 
quarter. Sessions will be held 
Monday through Friday, at vari- 
ous times during the day. For 
more information and times of 
the sessions, call 681-0321. 
•"A Photographic Tribute 
to the People of Mexico" will 
be shown in the GSU Museum 
until Feb. 23. 
•The Reading/Taping Pro- 
gram needs volunteer read- 
ers to record textbooks for stu- 
dents who are visually impaired, 
blind, dyslexic and students who 
have physical and learning 
disablities. If you are interested 
in volunteering to read, please 
call the Student Disability 
Rescource Center at 681-5259 or 
871-1566. 
•The Cinema Arts Program 
will shows "Circle of Friends" 
at 7 p.m. in the Russell Union 
Theater. Admission to the show 
will be $2. 
•Craig Young and Daniel 
Brazeau will present a lecture 
on "Recent Advances in Ma- 
rine Science." The lecture will 
be at noon in room 2217 of the 
Biology Building. 
•The African-American Gos- 
pel Choir has choir rehearsal 
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in room 
1223 of the Russell Union. 
Wednesday, February 5,1997 
• A tutorial session on "Using 
the Internet for Research" 
will be held at 3 p.m. in the 
microcomputer lab in the 
Henderson Library. For more 
information, call 681-0321. 
Thursday, February 6,1997 
•There will be a tutorial ses- 
sion on "Writing the Regent's 
Essay" at 4 p.m. in room 114 of 
the Henderson Library. For more 
information, call 681-0321. 
•The College Republicans 
will be having a general meeting 
at 6:30 p.m. in room 2042 of the 
Russell Union. The meeting is 
open to members and anyone who 
would like to be involved. 
•Virginia Beth Shields will 
open "Red Dreams" in Gallery 
303 at noon. The display will run 
through Feb. 28. Gallery 303 is 
located on the third floor of the 
Foy Fine Arts Building. 
•The Music Department Re- 
cital Series will present a sym- 
phonic wind ensemble.   The 
performance will begin at 8 p.m. 
in the Foy Recital Hall. 
•There will be a tutorial ses- 
sion on the "Regent's Reading 
Exam" at 5 p.m. in room 114 of 
the Henderson Library. For more 
information, call 681-0321. 
•James D. Anderson will 
present a lecture on "The Edu- 
cation of Blacks in the South, 
1865-1935." The lecture will 
begin at 7:30 p.m. in the South- 
ern Center Auditorium. Formore 
information, call 681-0332. 
Friday, February 7,1997 
•Bible study for males will 
be held in room 2084 fo the 
Russell Union from 6 p.m. to 
7:15 p.m. Everyone is invited to 
attend. 
Saturday, February, 8,1997 
• There will be a basket mak- 
ing workshop from 10 a.m. to 1 
p.m. in the Botanical Gardens. 
For more information, call 871- 
1913. 
•The Unitarian Universal- 
ist Church services will be held 
at 10:45 a.m. in room 126 of the 
GSU Nursing Building. Every- 
one is invited to attend. 
Sunday, February 9,1997 
•The Southern Flyers will 
be competing in the "Killer Three 
Race Series" in South Carolina. 
The team will leave on Feb. 8. 
For room reservations, call Mike 
Spilker at 681-3218. 
Monday, February 10,1997 
•There will be a general stu- 
dent recital at 1 p.m. in the Foy 
Recital Hall. 
•Amy Anderson will present 
a lecture on "Globe: A Junior 
Achievement International 
Program" at 6 p.m. in the South- 
ern Center Auditorium. Formore 
information, call 681-5526. 
•A tutorial session on "Using 
the Internet for Research" 
will be held at 3 p.m. in the 
microcomputer   lab   in   the 
J£ Mrs. Grace 2> 
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Henderson Library.   For more 
information, call 681-0321. 
•The African American Gos- 
pel Choir will have choir re- 
hearsal from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in 
room 1223 of the Williams Cen- 
ter. 
Tuesday, February 11,1997 
•The Faculty Recital Series 
will feature Sandra McClain 
as a soprano and Michael 
Braz on piano at 8 p.m. in the 
Foy Recital Hall. 
•The African American Gos- 
pel Choir will have choir re- 
hearsal from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in 
room 1223 of the Williams Cen- 
ter. 
Wednesday, February 12,1996 
•Marie Leticee will present a 
lecture on "Negritude and 
Women Writers of the Carib- 
bean" at 8 p.m. in the Foy Re- 
cital Hall. For more informa- 
tion, call 681-5695. 
Thursday, February 13,1996 
•The High School Model 
United Nations will be held in 
the Russell Union through Feb. 
15. For moe information, call 
681-0332.   
G#/ 
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Now Leasing • (912) 871-6501 
710 Georgia Avenue • Statesboro, GA 30458 
Th 
American Red Cross 
The Bloodmobile is coming 
and that means it's time to give blood! 
Find a buddy and give blood together 
because Help Can't Wait. 
Wednesday, February 5,1997 
1:00P.M. TO 6:00 P.M. 
GSU WILLIAMS CENTER 
Sponsored by 
The office of Multicultural Programs 
Beta Beta Beta Biological Society 
The Bioscience Club + 
copyright O 1996 American Red Cross Blood Services, Southeast Region 
American Red Cross 
Blood Services, Southeast Region 
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Motorist finds $4.5 
million on side of road 
The Associated Press 
FORT MYERS — A passing 
motorist found $4.5 million in 
cash on the side of the road 
and quickly alerted authori- 
ties, who later traced it to a 
Central Florida heroin and co- 
caine ring. 
The $4.5 million found Jan. 
19 in Lee County near Sanibel 
was lying in the grass, stashed 
in suitcases, safes and plastic 
boxes. 
Authorities said it may be 
part of the largest stockpile of 
cash ever seized in Southwest 
Florida and part of a drug trade 
that has plagued Central 
Florida for five years. 
Federal agents and sheriffs 
deputies believe the cash be- 
longs to the heroin and cocaine 
trafficking ring. 
"We're trying to see if there 
is any association," said David 
Warren, head of the U.S. Cus- 
toms Service. 
Federal prosecutors say the 
group operated in Central 
Florida and Puerto Rico for at 
least five years and used Lee 
County to store cash. 
Sixteen people have been 
charged with conspiring to dis- 
tribute heroin and cocaine. 
Thirteen are in custody await- 
ing trial in Orlando. The other 
three are at large. 
The ring moved 440 pounds of 
heroin and a ton of cocaine to 
Orlando between December 
1990 and November when they 
were indicted, according to pros- 
ecutors. 
Head of the ring is identified 
by federal agents as Jorges 
Alicea, 42, of Puerto Rico. 
Alicea also has used the 
names Alicea-Serrano and 
Serrano. 
The Federal Bureau of Inves- 
tigations has been looking for 
Alicea and agents say now they 
have him. 
Investigators say the roadside 
cache is linked to Alicea in sev- 
eral ways: from the types of 
safes used to cash distinctively 
wrapped in hair curlers, an Alicea 
trademark. 
In December, $6 million cash 
was seized by the U.S. Drug En- 
forcement Agency and Customs 
officials from Lee County stor- 
age units. 
"They were in safes and 
duffle bags and plastic contain- 
ers," Warren told the Fort Myers 
News-Press. 
The George-Anne 
is looking for writers. If 
you are interested, stop 
by room 223 in the 
Williams Center to pick 
up an application. 
© Michigan 
Expectant mothers 
receive special parking 
The Associated Press 
ANN ARBOR — Nancy 
Lindstrom was relieved to see 
the sign of a stork carrying a 
newborn baby in a supermarket 
parking lot. 
Lindstrom, 31, of Ann Arbor, 
is pregnant and takes her tod- 
dler along on shopping trips. 
"My baby is due in a couple of 
weeks and I'm getting pretty 
uncomfortable," she told the 
Detroit Free Press. 
The dilemma of expectant 
moms has been recognized by 
three hospitals in Washtenaw 
and Livingston counties and 
eight Busch's Valu Land gro- 
cery stores. 
The stores now set aside spe- 
cial parking spaces for expect- 
ant moms near the store en- 
trances. 
Each space is marked with 
signs that show a stork carry- 
ing a newborn baby in a blan- 
ket and the words "expectant 
moms parking only." 
Signs outside the Busch's in 
Pinckney were put up by 
McPherson Hospital in Howell. 
Traffic tickets 
to false prison 
The Associated Press 
ALHAMBRA, Calif. — Traf- 
fic tickets were dismissed for 
hundreds of people in a scam 
that involved submitting false 
documents claiming the ticket 
holders were in prison, police 
said. 
The scheme targeted court- 
houses in five counties and took 
advantage of a little-known 
state law exempting prison in- 
mates from prosecution for all 
moving violations except driv- 
ing under the influence and 
reckless driving, investigators 
said. 
"I had never heard of any- 
thing like this before," Alhambra 
police Sgt. William Cash said. 
"Not with traffic citations. It's a 
new ball game." 
Police say they questioned 
several people involved and 
learned thev had resDonded to 
....■   : .:■■■ ■:..::.■:■:.....   ■■■■■ ::■..::..::..    ;    .  .   . ■.■     WM 
dismissed due 
documents 
an Internet advertisement of-l 
fering help in fighting traffic| 
tickets. 
The scheme came to light dur- 
ing an audit of traffic cases thisl 
month at Alhambra Municipall 
Court, where 17 fraudulent forms| 
were filed. 
Police arrested Alfredo Castro, 
35, at his El Sereno home on 
suspicion of providing false 
documents in a judicial setting, 
Cash said. 
Castro was being held in the 
city jail in lieu of $500,000 bail. 
A search warrant was served | 
at a home where Castro was ar- 
rested, and police found a large 
amount of cash and numerous | 
documents, Cash said. 
Police also are trying to deter- 
mine if people who paid as rnudh 
as $400 for the service knew 
fraudulent documents were be- 
in t? snhmit.t.pH 
McDonald's customers receive a little 
something extra in their Happy Meals 
Employee sold marijuana through the drive-through window 
By Brigitte Greenberg 
The Associated Press 
MONROE, Conn.—Some cus- 
tomers of a local McDonald's 
restaurant received a special 
prize along with the hamburger 
and fries in their Happy Meals, 
police said. 
A McDonald's employee has 
been charged with selling mari- 
juana at the drive-through win- 
dow. 
Some of the packets of drugs 
were hidden inside Happy Meal 
bags, police said. 
"You drive up to a window and 
you place your order, whether it 
be a Big Mac or a Quarter 
Pounder with cheese, and he 
would put a quantity of mari- 
juana in the bag," said Officer 
Daniel Brennan. 
"If they did not order any 
food, he would put it in a Happy 
Meal. He would use the Happy 
Meal as a cover," Brennan said. 
Mence Powell, 19, of Monroe, 
was arrested at his home after 
undercover agents picked up 
marijuana from him at his 
house and previously, at the 
drive-through window. 
He was charged with five 
counts of illegal sale of mari- 
juana, two counts of selling mari- 
juana within 1,500 feet of a 
school, possession of marijuana, 
possession of marijuana with 
intent to sell, and possession of 
drug paraphernalia. 
He was being held at the 
Bridgeport Community Correc- 
tional Center in lieu of $20,000 
bond. 
The corporate-owned 
McDonald's where Powell 
worked is across the street 
from an elementary school in 
this town of 18,000 people 
north of Trumbull. 
Police do not believe he was 
selling drugs to children. 
He was suspended from his 
job pending the outcome of the 
criminal case, McDonald's said. 
"Obviously, this is something 
we will just not tolerate," said 
Jane Hulbert, a spokeswoman 
for Oak Brook, 111.-based 
McDonald's. 
"Certainly this is an isolated 
situation. We want to make that 
very clear." 
A regional corporate spokes- 
woman, Kim Hennig, said the 
company has no reason to be- 
lieve other employees were in- 
volved or were even aware of 
what was going on. 
She said the company would 
examine whether McDonald's 
can take steps to prevent such 
activity from occurring again. 
Powell was able to quietly 
carry out his business because 
the Monroe McDonald's does 
not have a speaker system for 
drive-through customers to 
place their orders for all employ- 
ees to hear, police said. 
Many other McDonald's also 
operate without speaker sys- 
tems. 
"YOU DRIVE UP TO A 
WINDOW AND YOU 
PLACE YOUR ORDER, 
WHETHER IT BE A BlG 
MAC OR A QUARTER 
POUNDER WITH 
CHEESE, AND HE 
WOULD PUT A 
QUANTITY OF 




Due to this incident, the 
resturant spokesman said it 
would be installing a speaker 
system. 
Customers of Powell's would 
simply drive up to the window 
where he was stationed and pick 
up drugs they had previously 
ordered by paging him on his 
beeper, police said. 
"He felt comfortable and con- 
venient doing it. 
He had a lot of access. How 
long it's been going on we really 
don't know," Brennan said. 
Powell had been working the 
night shift at the restuarant on 
and off for about 2 1/2 years, 
police said. 
Police were tipped off several 
months ago, when an undercover 
agent made four buys at the 
McDonald's before the arrest 
was made. 
The officer would order food: 
a burger, fries, soda and a side 
order of drugs, police said. 
The officer later said he was 
surprised that Powell was so 
calm and and that it was so easy 
to purchase the marijuana from 
the restuarant. 
"Apparently the guy wasn't 
as smart or as slick as he thought 
he was," the officer said. 
A night supervisor at 
McDonald's, Daniel Loiz, said 
Powell spent 60 percent of his 
time at the drive-through win- 
dow. 
"I think it's pretty strange 
that it just totally slipped me," 
Loiz told WTNH-TV. "A lot of 
times he works night shift with 
me, and I had not the slightest 
idea." 
Customer Michael Grosso, 18, 
joked that he had ordered a 
"hamburger,hold the mari- 
juana." 
"It's kind of a strange way to 
operate a drug business. You 
would think he would have 
been more discreet," Grosso said. 
Powell is due in court Feb. 3. 
Student Leaders 





Friday, Feb 14 
Pick yours up today in the 
Russell Union room 2024 
For more info, call 681-0399 
Middle School teachers postpone their teaching 
duties as they look for the 'Defecating Bandit' 
The Associated Press 
ANGOLA, N.Y.—Teachers at 
a middle school have been look- 
ing to catch someone who ap- 
parently defecated in places 
other than the bathroom. 
The mystery has focused on 
who is leaving droppings in the 
hallways, stairwells and bath- 
room floors at Lake Shore 
Middle School. 
Similar incidents happened 
at the high school last year. 
So far, clues have been left all 
over the school, but nothing has 
been solved. 
School officials believe the cul- 
prit is a student. 
"We've spent a lot of time try- 
ing to narrow down who it could 
be," Lake Shore High School 
principal Ken Keipper said with 
"IN ONE SENSE YOU 





a laugh. "I don't know. We 
haven't used the crime lab yet. 
We haven't sent away any 
samples for DNA testing." 
Teachers believe the person 
typically does their duty when 
school is not in session, perhaps 
during after-school activities. 
The same problem surfaced 
with a student about 20 years 
ago, Keipper said. 
Feces have been found at 
least four times inside the 
schools, which are a few hun- 
dred yards apart, about 20 
miles southwest of Buffalo. 
"In one sense you see that it's 
quite a practical joke," middle 
school principal Steve Ferenczy 
said. "Who knows what types of 
diseases are being carried 
around?" 
IF OUR EARLY 
MORNING 
DONUTS WERE 
HARD TO GET 
UP FOR... 
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Avoid jail, turn yourself in 
Northland Cable has called in the cavalry, so to speak. 
They are tired of Statesboro residents stealing cable and 
are beginning a massive crackdown on the perpetrators. 
Northland Cable isn't being completely unreasonable 
about the situation though. They have given the offenders 
the opportunity to set up an account with Northland 
Cable and have promised not to prosecute these 
individuals. This offer is more than gracious on the part 
of Northland Cable and is far more than most companies 
would do. 
But, if Northland Cable has to go out and find those 
students stealing cable, then they will pursue a conviction. 
If convicted, the student could face up to one year in jail 
or a dollar amount fine. The dollar amount fine can go as 
high as $1000, but Northland Cable will also seek court 
costs and restitution for the stolen cable. 
But this conclusion can be avoided by simply turning 
yourself in to Northland Cable. 
The sad truth here is that most students stealing cable 
will not take advantage of this opportunity. How often do 
you have the chance to avoid jail time just by admitting 
that you have done the crime? 
It will be a difficult decision to make. But, ask yourself 
this one question: is it better to watch cable in your 
apartment and pay for it or to watch it in the jailhouse as 
the rest of us pay for it? 
Backtalk 
I Now you have a chance to "talk back" to The George- 
I Anne about whatever floats your boat. It's a quick, easy 
I way to write a mini-letter to the editor. Fill out this form 
I and send it to P.O. Box 8001, or drop it by The George- 
I Anne office at Williams Center room 223. 
Name: LB.: Phone: 
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A day in the life of a college student sick with the flu 
Let's paint a picture. It's a 
cold, rainy morning in February. 
You're lying in bed staring at 
your alarm clock. 
The funny thing is, you know 
damn well there is no possibility 
of getting out of bed today. Your 
whole body hurts. Your face is as 
hot as asphalt in June, and you 
feel like you've just woken up 
from a tequila shooting contest, 
but you missed out on the fun of 
it entirely. 
You lie there trying to ratio- 
nalize your way out of suicide 
because, at this point, it seems 
so appealing. You know that if 
you miss class, you will miss two 
pop quizzes, 10 pages of notes 
and answers to all the questions 
on next week's test. Still, there 
is no getting out of bed today. 
You decide to switch your 
alarm clock off about the same 
second that your clock releases 
the most hideously shrill cry that 
is still audible to man. You de- 
cide that you must have water. 
You stumble to the refrigerator. 
Your roommate looks at you 
in disgust and says, "You look 
TRACEY VARNELL 
COLUMNIST 
like hell." You accept the compli- 
ment because you feel much 
worse than that. Your bed is the 
only thing on your mind. 
You peek out of some dream 
about your friend riding a wooly 
Health Services. The reception- 
ist asks you what your visit con- 
cerns. Your voice comes out in a 
whisper/whine combination that 
lets both you and the reception- 
ist know how vou really feel. 
YOUR FACE IS AS HOT AS ASPHALT IN JUNE, AND 
YOU FEEL LIKE YOU'VE JUST WOKEN UP FROM A 
TEQUILA SHOOTING CONTEST, BUT YOU MISSED OUT 
ON THE FUN OF IT ENTIRELY. 
mammoth to read 1 p.m. on your 
bedside clock. You sit up and get 
so dizzy that you promptly lie 
back down in fear that you may 
fall to the floor with no hope of 
retrieving yourself. When you 
finally get up, it's around 3 p.m. 
O.K. — Must reach Health Cen- 
ter. Must have medicine. 
You walk into the lobby of 
Now, time for the wait. It has 
to be 300 degrees in the waiting 
room. Everyone is coughing, 
sneezing, sweating and breath- 
ing all over each other. Viruses 
and colds are mutating and 
swimming in every direction. 
Finally, your name, you ques- 
tion it ... yeah, that it is my 
name. You go back into the office 
and wait. You read every bit of 
infectious literature in the room. 
The nurse comes. The doctor 
comes. You stick out your tongue. 
Yes, you have the flu. 
You go to get your medicine. 
The receptionist looks at you and 
she says, "That will be $25.16." 
You look at her dumbfounded. 
"I don't have any money right 
now," you say. 
The nice lady smiles and says, 
"Well, I'm sorry young lady/man 
(insert gender), our new system 
doesn't allow for the pharmacy 
cost to be placed on your school 
record and paid later. You must 
pay now." 
WHAT??!? You stand there 
wide-eyed. Crocodile tears well 
up in your eyes. You say some- 
thing about coming back later, 
knowing that you are as broke as 
you've ever been. 
As you drive home, you ask 
yourself what kind of system has 
no allowances for people in your 
situation. You consider murder. 
You go back to bed. There will be 
no class for at least a week. 
Sound familiar? 
Language: use it, love it, make it your own, let it grow 
People can use language to 
hurt others, not necessarily 
through name-calling, but by 
wielding language like a sword. 
Language is power, and often, 
those people who believe they 
speak the correct or best lan- 
guage snub their noses at those 
people who may speak differ- 
ently. Therefore, the one human 
invention which has the most 
potential to bring us together 
may tear us apart. 
For example, today a revival 
of the Gaelic language is under- 
way in Ireland. The Irish were in 
desperate need of such a revival. 
Gaelic, the native language of 
the Irish which dates back thou- 
sands of years, was once thought 
of as a dead language because 
only a very few people in rural, 
isolated communities continued 
to use the language as their pri- 
mary source of communication. 
When the British controlled 
Ireland, they looked down their 
noses at anything Irish, includ- 
ing the Irish language. They in- 
sisted that the Irish were uncivi- 
lized barbarians and that they 
must learn the English language 
and the Protestant religion if they 
hoped to be reformed. 
The Irish quickly learned that 
if they expected to survive eco- 
nomically they must do as the 
British wanted. Irish parents 
made their children wear tally- 
sticks around their necks, which 
were marked each time the child 
spoke Gaelic instead of English. 
These children became adults 
who could not speak the lan- 
guage of their ancestors and thus, 
could not pass it on to their own 
children. 
When the Irish lost Gaelic, 
they lost part of their history and 
their Irish identity, which is ex- 
actly what the British wanted. 
Now, though, the Irish are try- 
ing to regain that which was lost. 
through, could very well have 
been the speech of our day if our 
ancestors had held the same 
snobbish attitudes toward lan- 
guage as we do. 
Recently, much hype has been 
made of Ebonics, or Black En- 
glish as linguists refer to it. Per- 
haps some feel the need to recog- 
A LANGUAGE IS ALWAYS STRIVING TO BE SIMPLER, 
MORE SUCCINCT, MORE EFFICIENT ... 
Students in primary and second- 
ary schools are being exposed to 
Gaelic. Also, adult Gaelic courses 
are offered. 
I don't foresee such a happy 
ending in our own country, 
though. Many teachers and lan- 
guage elitists want to rid our 
society of any speech pattern 
which does not conform exactly 
to standard English. 
We need dialects and varia- 
tions in our language so that it 
may grow. The English language 
is not on the verge of extinction, 
as was Gaelic, but it can only live 
through those who speak it, 
change it and make it their own. 
Just imagine how we might be 
speaking today if our ancestors 
had not allowed the language to 
evolve. Shakespeare's language, 
which we  all seem to labor 
nize Black English because they 
feel as if this speech pattern is 
gradually slipping away, much 
like the Irish Gaelic, and fear the 
loss of that history and cultural 
identity. 
We should be happy to help 
preserve this speech pattern in 
order to preserve and improve 
the entire English language. 
We may look to Black English 
for new words and more efficient 
grammatical constructions. And 
yes, contrary to popular belief, 
Black English is just as gram- 
matical as standard English. 
Grammar is simply a set of rules 
which govern a language, and if 
Black English had no rules, it 
could not be used for communi- 
cation. 
One example of the efficiency 
of Black English is the dropping 
of the plural or the past-tense 
endings when the context of the 
sentence makes it redundant. For 
instance, one might say, "I got 
three sister." The "three" indi- 
cates that there is more than 
one, so why must we also say 
"sisters"? Or, one could say, "He 
talk to me last week." The words 
"last week" indicate that this 
happened in the past, so why do 
we have to waste our breath by 
putting an "-ed" on the end of 
"talk"? 
A language is always striving 
to be simpler, more succinct, 
more efficient, and eventually, 
we incorporate "slang" which 
accomplishes this task. Don't be 
surprised if your great-grand- 
children can say "I got three sis- 
ter" without fear of correction. 
Do I believe we should teach 
children Black English in school 
in order to preserve it? No, I 
believe this speech pattern oc- 
curs often enough naturally if 
we do not degrade it and its 
speakers. 
Just as the Irish children had 
to learn English in order to sur- 
vive in an English-speaking 
world, so must children who 
speak Black English learn to 
speak standard English in order 
to survive in a standard English- 
speaking society. We can teach 
them standard English, though, 
without tearing down Black En- 
glish and their self-esteem and 
identity in the process. 
The two can exist together if 
we'll only let them. If we do, we'll 
all benefit in the long run. 
^^M 
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Your Opinion 
- ;  It's time for an Asian American awakening 
• 
Editor, 
The current mode of racial 
discussion in America is pre- 
dominantly bi-polar: black and 
white. This neglects the reality 
that other groups are involved 
in the racial dialogue. One of 
the many racial groups left out 
are Asian Americans. 
Asian Americans are an in- 
tegral part of America. How- 
ever, Asian Americans are of- 
ten placed in the periphery of 
our society's consciousness. 
Like the history of other mi- 
norities, Asian American his- 
tory has been repressed and 
corrupted. Although a majority 
of us are relatively "newcom- 
ers," our history begins farther 
back than most people think. 
One of the earliest Asian 
Americans came to America 
during the 1700s via the Span- 
ish explorations of the New 
World. Filipino slaves escaped 
from their masters and estab- 
lished communities such as St. 
Malo in Louisiana. 
During the 1800s, the Chi- 
nese came to America to work 
in the West. Through back- 
breaking work, they helped 
build the railroad network that 
proved vital to America's in- 
dustrialization period. 
Asian American history, like 
other minorities, is—unfortu- 
nately—also marked by trag- 
edies. During World War II, 
thousands of Japanese Ameri- 
cans, some of whom had lived 
here for generations, were 
herded into atrociously unin- 
habitable concentration camps 
for fear of their "threat to na- 
tional security." If this were so, 
then why did thousands of 
their young men volunteer to 
fight in Europe? These young 
men formed the all-Nisei 
442nd Regimental Combat 
Team, the most decorated mili- 
tary unit in U.S. history. Like 
the Tuskeegee Airmen, the 
442nd fought a war for a coun- 
try that treated them unjustly. 
Unfortunately, today Asian 
Americans and other minori- 
ties still suffer from racism. 
Anti-Asian violence is on the 
rise: from the murder to 
Vincent Chin during the 80s to 
the recent brutal murder of 
Thien Minh Ly, former presi- 
dent of the Vietnamese Stu- 
dent Association at UCLA, by 
neo-nazis. 
Proposition 209, the Model 
Minority Stereotype (the pur- 
pose of which is to create re- 
sentment toward Asian Ameri- 
cans from other minorities) 
and the renewed animosity to- 
ward immigrants are just a few 
of the new forms of racism. The 
racist "Yellow Peril" phenom- 
enon is back, with the Demo- 
cratic Party funding contro- 
versy by John Huang fueling it. 
Minority programs are expe- 
riencing resistance throughout 
the nation. These programs are 
imperative not only for the mi- 
norities but for the majority as 
well. They provide minorities 
with a means of defining them- 
selves as a people integrated to 
American society. For the ma- 
jority, these programs provide 
a way of understanding the mi- 
norities in their full diversity. 
' Color blindness alone is not 
enough; it simply does not 
work. We must understand 
each other in our full differ- 
ences and build respect based 
on that. We must understand    * 
the dynamics of our relation- 
ships with each other. Minority 
programs are not divisive and 
special interest. 
The face of America is 
changing, literally. We are en- 
tering the era where the major- 
ity is slowly becoming less of a 
majority but just one of the 
many. Today, Asian Americans 
are one of the many minorities 
that are having their voices 
heard. The 90s mark the re- 
entrance of Asian American 
activism. It can be seen all over 
the nation through Asian 
American associations, confer- 
ences and marches on various 
campuses. America, it is time 
you hear our story. 
Marc Garcia 
GSU student 







Volunteering for LifeLink allows me to give and receive' 
Editor, 
How many of you have a 
sticker or seal on the back of 
your license indicating you are 
an organ donor? For many 
years, I have had a sticker on 
my license, although it wasn't 
until recently that I really be- 
gan to think about what this 
meant. Having just relocated to 
Atlanta from Philadelphia, I 
was looking to become involved 
in an organization where I 
could not only meet people, but 
also feel like I was doing some- 
thing worthwhile. I've always 
felt it to be important to be an 
organ/tissue donor. The organi- 
zation I chose to volunteer for 
is LifeLink of Georgia. Here 
I've met people from all differ- 
ent walks of life ... men and 
women, moms and dads, sons 
and daughters, husbands and 
wives ... all have come together 
for one common cause, the im- 
portance of spreading the word 
about giving life. Volunteering 
for LifeLink allows me to give 
and receive. None of us know 
when a loved one or friend may 
need tissues or organ(s). I'm 
enjoying giving my time and 
knowledge so that there will 
always be tissue/organ donors 
out there. Most important, 
what I receive is a good feeling 
and satisfaction of knowing 
that others will benefit in the 
long run. 
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Travel around the world with 
PeachNet 
provided by campusMCISM 
So what are you waiting forfSet on the road today; call 
1-800-275-9082 
Rates subject to change. *.95 cents for each additional hour. Your university internet 
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YOUR PASSPORT TO 
THE WORLD-WIDE WEB IS 
if  JUST $12 PER 
**-     MONTH AND A 
LOW ONE-TIME 
ACTIVATION 
FEE OF JUST $10. 
YOU'LL GET. 
• 60 hours* o{ local access 
Free local access from 12 am - 7 am daily 
• E-mail access at no extra charge 
1=7 • Access to chat lines and newsgroups 
• Mac, Windows® 3.x or 
'95 compatible software 
• Fast, easy access to 
the world-wide web 
• Remote Access from 
anywhere in the U.S. 





It's time to hear the crack of the bat Eagle-style, as the GSU 
baseball and softball teams begin their regular seasons this 
weekend. Look in Thursday's G-A sports pages for previews 
on both teams, as both prepare to regain SoCon titles. 
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Believe it or not, 
Hawks could be 
the team to beat 
With the future Hall-of- 
Fame coach at the helm in At- 
lanta, Lenny Wilkins and the 
Atlanta Hawks have turned 
some heads in this young NBA 
season. 
"Home Sweet Home" are 
words to live by for the much- 
improved Hawks this season. 
With an untouchable 19-1 
mark at the friendly confines 
of the Omni, Atlanta's domi- 
nance is due in large part to 
the overachievers on the 
Hawks squad. 
Dikembe Mutombo and 
Christian Laettner spearhead 
the Hawks into the top of the 
Eastern Division. With only 
Mutombo and Laettner head- 
ing to Cleveland for the All- 
Star game, the Hawks will re- 
ceive that much-needed three- 
day vacation, coming off a six- 
game road trip. 
On the road, the Hawks 
haven't faired as well. They 
are a shaky 11-12 and need to 
find a way to match their 
home mark. 
Even with their mediocre 
record away from Atlanta, the 
Hawks are a good team. How- 
ever, is "good" enough to knock 
off the defending champions, 
the Chicago Bulls? Can 
Wilkens motivate this under- 
rated group of guys in the sec- 
ond half of the season to take 
the top of the division? 
Competing for the Eastern 
Division crown is not an easy 
task. In a conference loaded 
with high-profile names such 
as Patrick Ewing, Grant Hill 
and, of course, Michael Jor- 
dan, it would seem hard for 
the often overlooked Hawks to 
match up. 
However, with the excellent 
three-point shooting of Henry 
James and clutch performers 
like Mookie Blaylock and 
Steve Smith, the Hawks have 
had a good showing the first 
half of this season and could 
continue for the second. 
The winning success of the 
Hawks is a big surprise in the 
NBA. Who would have ever 
expected that Laettner, who 
was once thought of "trouble 
maker," and the highly under- 
rated Blaylock would lead this 
team to the top of the pack? 
The inside game of 
Laettner, Mutombo and 
Tyrone Corbin have anchored 
the Hawks offensively and de- 
fensively. Mutombo is the 
NBAs leading shot-blocker, 
while Laettner is the team's 
leading scorer. In the 
backcourt, Blaylock is near the 
top in the NBA with steals, 
and Steve Smith is a 6-foot-8- 
inch guard who is a handful 
opposing teams. 
James is a CBA has-been 
who is deadly from three-point 
range. Atlanta's bench gives 
an occassional boost with two 
former Georgia Tech standouts 
in Ivano Newbill and Jon 
Berry. 
The fact is, Atlanta is fifth 
in the Eastern Division and 
steadily rising. They have the 
best home record in the 
league, two All-Stars and the 
best record the past 15 games. 
Indeed, the Hawks are on 
the rise, and are finally getting 
their much due respect. I per- 
sonally see them overtaking 
the Chicago Bulls. Without a 
dominant center in the windy 
city, Mutombo and the Hawks 
are poised to take over the 
Eastern Conference crown. 
Eagles hold off WCU, win by 12 
By Mike Davis 
Sports Editor 
Scoring points, winning by 
double figures and killing the 
clock are things GSU basketball 
coach Gregg Polinsky is still try- 
ing to get used to. But that's not 
to say he can't enjoy it. 
The GSU men's basketball 
team broke a four-game losing 
streak to reigning Southern Con- 
ference champions Western 
Carolina Saturday afternoon by 
topping the Catamounts, 83-71, 
at Hanner Fieldhouse, keeping 
the Eagles securely in second 
place of the conference's south 
division. 
Much like the game a week 
earlier against The Citadel, the 
Eagles (8-12/4-4) used two sec- 
ond-half runs to pull away from 
the Cats (9-10/2-6) and hammer 
down the double-digit win. 
"A little confidence is breeded 
from beating Western Carolina," 
Eagle coach Gregg Polinsky said. 
"We are starting to feel like we 
can beat people we didn't beat 
last year and make up a little 
ground. We're pleased with the 
win but not satisfied because 
there is a lot of room for im- 
provement." 
Behind a ferocious 18-to-2 run 
in the second half, sparked by 
two three-pointers from Rod 
Willie and one from Fernando 
Daniel, the Eagles went from 
down one point to up 12 in a 
span of eight minutes and even 
opened up a margin by as many 
as 13 points with six minutes 
remaining. 
But Western Carolina fought 
back, and after GSU turnovers 
and missed free throws, the Cats 
found themselves down only 
three with just under two min- 
utes showing on the clock, re- 
sulting in a quick time-out by 
Polinsky. 
"I just told the guys they were 
doing great," Polinsky said. "We 
built this lead, so we just had to 
stay with it. All we have to do is 
make defensive stops and we 
win anyway." 
And defensive stops is what 
Polinsky got, as Western Caro- 
lina wouldn't score again. 
GSU's Rod Willie answered 
the call late with what Polinsky 
called, "a George Gervin finger- 
roll," followed by three free 
throws from Duane Geobel, two 
from Fernando Daniel and two 
more from Elvardo Rolle. 
"This team didn't sneak up on 
us," Western coach Phil Hopkins 
Hans Knoepfel 
GOING UP, UP AND AWAY: Duane Goebel goes hard to the hole against Western Carolina Saturday at 
Hanner Fieldhouse, where the Eagles won their fourth conference game of the season to four losses. 
said. "We knew what they could 
do. They played harder than we 
did, they out-hustled us and they 
beat us on the boards. A lot of 
times when you lose, you want 
to say, 'well, we didn't do this or 
that.' This wasn't the case. They 
just kicked our tail." 
Daniel paced the way for the 
Eagles by scoring 19 points, 
while Rolle added 17, Willie, 15 
and Doug Beaty, 11. Beaty also 
ended with 10 rebounds and a 
crowd-pleasing jam off an in- 
bound pass under the goal from 
Ryan Parker. 
Leading the way for the Wild- 
cats was Bobby Phillips' 20 
points, despite being held to just 
seven in the second half. 
"Coach P was upset with us at 
halftime because we gave up 41 
points and weren't playing good 
defense," Beaty said. "All of a 
sudden, we have some good stops 
in the second half and build a 
lead. We switched to a zone be- 
cause Western Carolina likes to 
drive on you and it worked." 
The Eagles ended the half tied 
with the visitors 41-41, due in 
part to Rolle's eight points in the 
first half. There were nine lead 
changes in the first half and 
only one in the second half. 
The Eagles had 20 assists 
while turning the ball over only 
17 times. They also out-re- 
bounded WCU 46-41. 
Hall-led Lady Eagle team slides by UTC 
By Carolyn Wynn 
Staff Writer 
The Lady Eagles clinched 
their second consecutive win by 
outlasting UT-Chattanooga 73- 
68 Saturday at Hanner 
Fieldhouse. 
"The first half was not the 
best we could have played," GSU 
head coach Rusty Cram said. 
"In fact, it could be called ugly. 
"Yet, after the half, the ladies 
came out and played with the 
intensity we needed to win this 
game." 
The Lady Eagles started off 
the first half with senior guard 
Angelica Rivers stealing the ball 
from UTC guard Laura Jones 
and connecting for two points. 
But the Lady Mocs (8-12) were 
determined to answer each bas- 
ket the Lady Eagles made. 
With just under two minutes 
remaining in the first period, 
the Lady Mocs went on a scoring 
run of their own, hitting three 
times in as many tries down the 
court. 
But GSU answered at the 
close of the half, when junior 
forward Telly Hall stole the ball 
and passed to freshman guard 
Nikita Whatley, who went on to 
make a half-court shot at the 
buzzer to give the Lady Eagles    thinking about when I made the 
the 31-30 halftime lead. shot, but I felt good about being 
"I can't remember what I was    able to help the team get ahead 
Hans Knoepfel 
TAKING CHARGE: GSU guard Rosie Arnold plots her next move 
against UTC on Saturday. The Lady Eagles took the SoCon win. 
before the half." Whatley said. 
The Lady Eagles started the 
second half strong with a basket 
by sophomore forward Mary 
Perry. Midway through the sec- 
ond session, the Lady Eagles 
initiated another scoring-run 
when Rivers made her third bas- 
ket of the game. 
But UTC answered, and with 
just over a minute remaining in 
the ballgame, the Lady Mocs 
had a chance to go up by one, but 
UTC's Rebeccah Rodgers 
couldn't connect on the front end 
of a one-and-one, ending the 
visitor's chance of sweeping GSU 
on the season. 
The Lady Eagles managed the 
clock and preserved their five- 
point lead to close the game. 
Cram was pleased with the 
win, but nonetheless saw plenty 
of room for improvement. 
"Although we have seen 
steady improvement over the 
past couple of games, we still 
have to work fundamentals," 
Cram said. 
"We are still having too many 
turnovers and making simple 
mistakes." 
"We are still not playing 40 
minutes of basketball," Askew 








Virginia Military 5-3 
Appalachian State 4-4 
East Tennessee State 1 -7 
South Division 
UT-Chattanooga 8-0 
Georgia Southern 4-4 
The Citadel 3-5 
Western Carolina 2-6 
Furman 5-6 
Saturday's results 
Georgia Southern 83, Western Carolina 71 
The Citadel 71, Furman 68 
Davidson 77, VMI 67 
East Tennessee State 76, Marshall 64 
Tenn.-Chattanooga 70, Appalachian St. 57 
WOMEN 
SoCon standings 
Appalachian St. 6-2 
Furman 6-2 
Marshall 6-3 
Georgia Southern 4-4 
Davidson 3-4 
Western Carolina 3-5 
East Tennessee St. 2-6 
UT-Chattanooga 2-6 
Saturday's results 
Appalachian State 78, Western Carolina 57 
Furman 78, Davidson 73 (OT) 
Marshall 92, East Tennessee State 71 














for Lady Eagles 
GSU News Service 
GSU senior forward Tarsha 
Askew was named Southern 
Conference/Reebok Women's 
Player-of-the-Week after lead- 
ing the Lady Eagles last week in 
a loss to league-leading Appala- 
chian State and a win over West- 
ern Carolina. 
She put up a season-best 26 
points against Appalachian 
State and hit eight of 12 goal 
shots against Western Carolina. 
Askew ranks third in GSU's 
record books in career three- 
pointers with 94 and 10th in 
scoring with 1,089 career points. 
"Tarsha is stepping it up at 
the right time," Lady Eagle head 
coach Rusty Cram said. "She's 
one of those players who just 
gets the job done and one of 
those players you need in order 
to be successful." 
This marks the second con- 
secutive week that a GSU player 
has been given the honor. Jun- 
ior forward Telly Hall was 
named Player-of-the-Week for 
week seven. 
WVGS Sport Talk 
GSU men's basketball coach 
Gregg Polinsky will once again 
join hosts Jody O'Donnell and 
Chaz Pike in talking Eagle bas- 
ketball this Wednesday evening 
at 6 p.m. on "Eagle Sport Talk," 
on WVGS-91.9. 
The show, in its fourth week 
of airing, has touched on the 
hottest topics in sports, on and 
off the campus. Listeners are 
encouraged to call and ask ques- 
tions or leave comments for 
Polinsky, or claim a prize by 
answering the week's trivia 
question. 
A preview of this year's GSU 
baseball season will be discussed 
Friday night at 7 p.m. on WVGS. 
Eagles head coach Jack Stallings 
will join the Sport Talk crew 
along with several players in 
talking about the chances of a 
repeat of the Southern Confer- 
ence crown and a return to the 
NCAA tournament's regional 
play-offs. 
The Eagles finished the 1996 
campaign with a 46-14 record. 
They start this weekend against 
Georgia Tech. 
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Both swimming and diving teams 
beat Charleston, SSC now awaits 
By Jennifer Holloway 
Staff Writer 
Getting their last taste of com- 
petition before the Southern 
States Championships, the GSU 
men's and women's swimming 
and diving teams .soared over 
the College of Charleston Cou- 
gars in their last home meet of 
the year by the final scores of 
144-85 for the men and 156-80 
for the women on Saturday at 
the Hanner Natatorium. 
During the competition, a new 
Hanner pool record was set by 
the men's 200-freestyle relay 
team. Sophomore James 
Tillman, freshman Brad Mori, 
freshman Bryan Lucius and 
sophomore Jason Nawyn broke 
the old record (1:29.14) set in 
1994 with an impressive finish 
of 1:27.83. 
"Anytime that a pool record is 
set, it is a sign that things are 
going right," men's head coach 
Derek Chaput said. "Our team 
started out the season 1-4 and 
have improved every week to 
come out 6-4. We had good swims 
today, and we'll keep it going the 
next couple of weeks for confer- 
ence play." 
Leading on the road to victory 
for the men's team was sopho- 
more Troy Wagoner with a time 
of 10:00.96 in the 1000-freestyle 
and junior Jason Baumstark in 
the 200-freestyle (1:48.91) and 
in the 500-freestyle (4:54.92). 
Nawyn tallied a time of 22.63 
in the 50-freestyle. Mori won with 
a 2:02.42 in the 200-intermedi- 
ate medley and Tillman finished 
with a time of 53.14 in the 100- 
Lucius also added a first place 
fmishinthe 100-freestyle (48.04), 
and senior Brian Gupton won 
the 100-backstroke (57.55). The 
only event lost by the men's team 
was the 100-breaststroke. 
Nicole Goodwin once again 
paced the women's side with a 
speedy 1:57.62 in the 200 and 
53.16 in the 100-freestyle, while 
other winners included Jennifer 
Hans Knoepfel 
SOARING TO THE WIN: GSU diver Kevin Hyland tookfirst place in the 
meet Saturday and is expected to be a catalyst at Southern States. 
Six people inducted into GSU Hall of Fame\ 
By Mike Davis 
Sports Editor 
Six people were inducted into 
the GSU Hall of Fame at an 
induction ceremony Saturday 
morning in the Russell Union 
Ballroom. 
Former GSU basketball star 
Pam Baker (1974-78), quarter- 
back Raymond Gross (1987-90), 
baseball pitcher Joey Hamilton 
(1989-91), Eagle fullback Joe 
Ross (1987-90), GSU physician 
Dr. Robert Swint (1954 until his 
death in 1996) and football quar- 
terback and defensive halfback 
Loy A. Waters (1926-28) were 
this year's inductees. 
"We won many awards while 
we were in college," Gross said 
following the ceremony. "But this 
one is the final honor you can 
receive, and it's very special. It 
means a lot to be remembered by 
your school." 
Baker, a        four-year 
letterwinner for the Lady Eagles 
basketball team from 1974-78, 
led the team in scoring each year 
and established school records 
for nearly every category, includ- 
ing points in a season (447 in 
1974-75) and career (1,533). She 
still holds the mark for rebound- 
ing average in a season (17.5, 
386 over 22 games in 1976-77). 
One of her most outstanding per- 
formances came as a freshman 
when she scored 30 points and 
grabbed 25 rebounds against 
Berry College. 
Gross, one of the most popular 
names in GSU sports history, | 
quarterbacked GSU to back-to- 
back NCAA Division I-AA na- 
tional championships in 19891 
please see FAME, page 8 
Mayhew in the 1000-freestyle 
(10:44.49), Christa Vandrie in 
the 50-freestyle (25.69), Dawn 
Bourdon in 200-intermediate 
medley (2:15.84) and in the 100- 
fly (1:01.77), Karla Klein in the 
100-backstroke (1:00.71) and 
Kimberly Doughty on the 500- 
freestyle (5:18.67). 
The only two events lost by 
the women's team were the 100- 
breaststroke won by Charleston's 
Abby Underwood with the time 
of 1:11.94, and the 200-freestyle 
relay with Charleston finishing 
with the time of 1:43.88. 
"We are confident with our 
chances to contend for the title," 
women's coach Anne Marie 
Wozniak said. "Today we had a 
great performance, and we are 
right on track for where we need 
to be heading into the Southern 
States." 
The GSU diving teams won 
all their events with junior Mindy 
Hall and freshman Kevin Hyland 
taking the one-meter diving. 
Also, Hyland won on the three- 
meter board with junior Lucy 
Flippin taking it for the women's 
team. 
"The team went one-two-three 
today, and this meet should get 
them ready for conference," new 
GSU diving coach Chancy Wil- 
son said. 
Saturday's meet also marked 
the last performance in front of 
the Eagle home crowd for sev- 
eral seniors who will be swim- 
ming and diving their last meet 
on Feb. 13 at Southern States. 
Leaving for the men's team 
are Matt Duchette and Gupton. 
For the women's team, leav- 
ing are Doughty, Vandrie, 
backstroker Meredith Novack 
and Goodwin, who has still yet to 
be defeated this year. 
"I think that things went re- 
ally well today and we are ready 
for the championships," Doughty 
said. "We were not so sure at 
first, but today has made us 
ready." 
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CEASONg        NEW 
^-7 APARTMENTS ^-J       APARTMENTS 
A great pface to live yearround AVAILABLE NOW! 
2 Bed / 2 Bath 
Washer/Dryer 
Ceiling Fans 
Fully Equipped Kitchen 
Lake With Beach 
Clubhouse 
Picnic & Grill Area 
Swimming Pool 
Volleyball Court / Basketball Court 
Come check out the newest apartment community in town! 
For More Information Call: 
Wise Choice Realty 
Norma Woods 681-2440 or 681-WISE 
Turn on Robin Hood Trail across from 
Paulson Stadium and follow the signs 




%ea&6 Attack (tye & IpMMt 
Health Attack Special: Cream cheese, turkey slices, 
avocado, with tomatoes aJid^prouts, with a little Vinaigrette 
dressing to top it off. 
425 Cal. $3.75 
Healthy Heffer: Delicious slices ofme & lean roast beef 
garnished with tomatoes and lettucemppped off with just a 
taste of mustard to bring it all togethe 
375 CaJ. 4Gr.Fat  | $3.95 
Heavenly in slices of lite & lean%am with 
tomatoes, lettucelSmd a touch of nonfat may 
315 Cal. 4 Gr. Fat $3.95 
Hearty Combo: Slices ofhag^^u^^y and roagfTbeef^ 
combined with tomatoes, lemuema^^^^^pmayo. 
340 Cal. 3 Gr. Fat>^V-^^,$4.25 
Mr. Weiner: Fat-free hotdog wit0nu0ardilci 
and onionsW 
145 Cal. lGr.fat: 
Peanutbutter & Jelly: Reducedjgatpeanufy 
fruit spread. 
Soup of the Day: 
PIT; 
Me A Lovers Pitza 
Roasllheef, turkey, ham, nonfat mozzJPella, cheddar 
andjmrmesan cheese, pizza sau0ron Pita bread. 
34PCal. 4 Gr. Fatf $4.34 
Yffcie Pitza 
iinach, artichoke, mushjK>oms, & tomatoes topped 
'th fat-free mozzarejJ^KSi. cheddar cheese on Pita 
\read. 
|5Cal. JT"   6Gr.Fat $3.95 
Super Fit Pitza 
piz^^m^^mushrooms, green peppers, onions^ 
tomatoes topped^with fat-free moz£g^^Mm@mddar 
"heese o^ 
227 Cal Gr. Fat $3.95 
le/l $2.20 
)erFi 
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Fat-Fme Salad Dressings: French, Vhxaigi 




4 Gr. Fal 
Salads: Green leaf lettuce, chee&jj^tomatoes, cucumbers 
and alfalfa sprouts topped witnmressing. 
180 Cal. W^Fat $3-25^ 
Add chicken or tuna salad 
285 Cal. J^Gr' Fat 
Small Side Salad 
50 Cal. 0 Gr. Fat 
Low-Fat PasuMalad 
140 Cal. _ 1.5 Gr. Fat     Sm $.95/Lg $2! 
Fruiljfowl: Fresh fruit topped with your choice of soft Srve 
yogurt inside a waffle cone bowl $2.75 
Soup or Salad with Half Sandwich $3.50 
Soup and Salad $3.00 
405 Cal 
1.5 Gr. Fat 
Cheese 
4 Gr. Fat $4.25 
Veg Melt 
cucumbers, tomatoes7^$dons, cheese, nonfat Mayo 
265 Cal (fc Fat $3.25 
Veggie Burger 
served with lettuce and tomato 
150 Cal 3.5 Gr. Fat $.3.85 
#8 Gentilly Square 
(Next to Winn Dixie) 
COLD SANDWICHES 
All Sandwiches served with Pretzels & Pickle on your 
choice of bread: Pita, Lite White, Whole Wheat or 
Bagel. 
Avocado: A healthy combo of avocado, nonfat Swiss 
cheese, alfalfa sprouts and tomatoes with nonfat mayo. 
348 Cal. 9 Gr. Fat $3.25 
Muscle Beach: Avocado, cucumbers, lettuce and 
tomato,nonfat Swiss cheese, alfalfa sprouts, with nonfat 
mayo. 
345 Cal. 9 Gr. Fat $3.30 
The Boro: Nonfat cream cheese, cucumbers, alfalfa 
sprouts and tomatoes. 
250 Cal 3 Gr. Fat $3.25 
The Mighty Chick: Our delicious homemade chicken 
salad garnished with lettuce and tomatoes. 
315 Cal 3Gr.Fat $3.25 
The Gobbler: Thin slices of turkey with tomatoes, 
sprouts and nonfat mayo. 
316 Cal 3 Gr. Fat $3.25 
Unclogged Artery: Sliced cucumbers, nonfat Swiss 
cheese, mayo, tomatoes and sprouts with a taste of 
Vinaigrette dressing. 
300 Cal 0 Gr. Fat $3.25 
King Tuna: Spring water tuna salad, made our special 
way, garnished with lettuce and tomato. 
280 Cal 1.5 Gr. Fat $3.25 
Power House: Slices of thin turkey covered with 
chicken salad, cucumbers, lettuce and tomatoes and 
nonfat mayo. 
350 Cal 3 Gr. Fat $3.50 
Breathalizer: Sprouts, onions, tomatoes, cucumbers, 
nonfat mayo, with a complimentary mint. 
240 Cal. 0 Gr. Fat $3.25 
Delivery 11-2 














4 oz. Yogurt 
with purchase of any 
pizza or sandwich 
Expires 3/15/97 " 
(912)764-7858 
#8 Gentilly Square 
I J 
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GSU shot percentages climb 
By Mike Gibbs 
Staff Writer 
MAKING SHOTS: GSU field goal percentage has steadily climbed 
from last year. A year ago in the Southern Conference the Eagles 
shot a dismal 38.3 percent from the field. This year the Eagles are 
shooting 41.1 percent. 
DRAINING THE "TREY": Before the game Saturday, the 
Eagles were leading the Southern Conference in three-point field 
goal percentage,- shooting 38.3 percent from behind the arc com- 
pared to last year's seasonal performance when they 
shot 33.1 percent. Junior guard Elvardo Rolle is the 
reason the Eagles improved shooting 39.1 percent from 
three-point range. 
HOME COURT: GSU is guaranteed a winning 
record in Hanner Fieldhouse and the first time since 
the 93-94 season under Coach Frank Kerns. They 
improved their home record to 7-3 for the season 
coming out victorious over Western Carolina in 
Saturday's game. 
STEPPING UP: Center Frank Jackson has 
steadily improved his game from last year. This 6- 
10 sophomore has started the same number of 
games as last year with 12 and is playing with an 
attitude this year. Jackson has improved his field 
goal percentage to 51.7percent and free throw 
percentage 57.1 percent. 
WILKES TO HAVE SURGERY: Sophomore 
guard Andre Wilkes underwent arthroscopic surgery on Thursday, 
on week after tearing cartilage in his right knee. The procedure was 
performed by team orthopedist Dr. Tom German of Savannah. 
Wilkes is expected to return to action in two to three weeks. 
SCORING BIG: In Saturday's game against Western Carolina, 
the Eagles scored 83 points, the most against a Division I opponent 
since GSU scored 94 points against Virginia Military in the opening 
round of the conference tournament in 1995. 
Askew and Hall earn Player-of- 
the-Week honors back-to-back 
By Dennis Stovall 
Staff Writer 
ONE-TWO TANDEM: The one-two tandem of senior Tarsha 
Askew and junior Telly Hall have posted up back-to-back Southern 
Conference/Reebok Player-of-the-Week. Saturday's game saw the 
two continue their MVP type play. Hall scored a game-high 21 and 
Askew 19. 
WINNING STREAK: With wins over Western Carolina and 
UT-Chattanooga, The Lady Eagles have posted 
their first back-to-back wins of the season in the 
Southern Conference. 
PRODUCING: Nikkita Whatley, inserted in 
the final minute of the first half, grabbed a re- 
bound and drove down the court, where she then 
put a desperation three- point attempt and banked 
it in as time ran out to give the Lady Eagles a 31-30 
halftime lead. 
BLOWING THE LEAD: In each of the last three 
games, the Lady Eagles have blown double-digit 
leads at halftime. But they have managed to win two 
out of their three games. 
DEFENSE IS THE KEY: In the last meeting 
between GSU and UT-Chattanooga, UTC player's 
Carlise Oglesby and Spring Thompson combined for 31 
points and beat the Lady Eagles. Saturday's game saw 
the Lady Eagles hold Oglesby and Thompson for a 
combined 20 points. 
PLAYING HURT: After hurting her leg early in the second half, 
Hall came back to seal the game for the Lady Eagles. In the closing 
minutes, Hall scored five points and connected on three of four free 
throws. 
UPCOMING FOR LADY EAGLES: GSU will next host East 
Tennessee State this Saturday at 7 p.m.. 
FAME 
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and 1990. He posted a 44-8 record 
as a starter. In 1990, he com- 
pleted 108 of 189 attempts for 
1,534 yards and six touchdowns, 
finished 14th nationally in pass- 
ing efficiency as a senior (132.94 
rating). He played professionally 
in Italy following his collegiate 
career. 
Hamilton was a' three-year 
letterman for the baseball 
Eagles, with his senior year be- 
ing a memorable one for all base- 
ball fans. The second-team Ail- 
American pitcher and Most Valu- 
able Player of the NCAA midwest 
regional still holds the school 
mark for innings pitched (161 in 
1990) and is still ranked first in 
career wins (35) and strikeouts 
(352). He currently plays for the 
San Diego Padres. 
Ross, who helped guide the 
Eagle football team to a 48-10 
record and its third and fourth I- 
AA titles during his tenure, was 
a finalist for the 1989 Walter 
Payton Award and a three-time 
Ail-American selection (1987, 
1989 and 1990). He is the school's 
all-time rushing leader with 
3,876 yards, including a best- 
ever 1,354 yards during his jun- 
ior season. He also rushed for 
100 or more yards 21 times dur- 
ing his career. 
GSU lost a valuable member 
of its athletic family when Swint 
passed away on March 2, 1996. 
he had worked with athletes from 
every sport since 1954. He was a 
part of all four national champi- 
onships football teams, basket- 
ball teams which competed in 
the NAIA National Tournament 
during the 1950s and 60s and 
the 1973 baseball team which 
advanced to the College World 
Series. Attending and speaking 
in his honor was his step-daugh- 
ter, Janet Taulbee. 
Waters, a three-sport athlete 
for Georgia Normal School from 
1926-28, enjoyed a stellar ath- 
letic career despite losing a hand 
in a hunting accident at age 16. 
He played quarterback and de- 
fensive halfback on the 1926 and 
1927 football teams while pitch- 
ing for the 1927 baseball team. 
He was also a member of the 
track team. Attending and speak- 
ing in his honor was his son, Si 
Waters. 
"This all means a lot to me," 
said the still-emotional Hamilton 
after the ceremony. "It means a 
lot because I had a lot of family 
and friends here to be a part of it. 
It is a great honor, and I only 
wish that my father could, see 
this in person. I know he saw it, 
but I wish he could be here in 
person." 
TJ   
...It's Like Putting Your; 
Business Cardjn 
Hands of Thousands, 
At One TimeU 
CRAIG'S COLLISION CENTER 
"Over 23 Years Experience" 
Complete Body Work 
& Painting 
Insurance Claims Welcomed 
Certified by PPG 
Towing Available 
—  —  —  —  —  —  -i 
10% Discount to GSU , 
Free Estimates        I Students and Faculty 
(with valid_ld)_   J 
6WParrish _^ -   _.HA  CrakjRigdon 
Statesboro   |D4i7770 Owner-Operata 
SHOCKS • TUNE UPS • BRAKE SERVICE 




$ 15 95 •Include* up to 5 <p» of Oti 
•Special dteeal oil and filter 
. iyp.m.yn»»l>i11.»..ct»1s« i   • Lights. ."SfjC! 
Free iKPoini: 
Preventive Check 
• lire Pressure • Ail Fluid Levtfts 
• Filters •Lights 
• Transmission Fluids V All Beits &: Hoses 
• All Fluid Levels •Wiper Blades 
The Fastest Cash 
On Campus. 
Visit our newest ATM location 
inside The Enzone located on Lanier 
Drive, right across from Paulson 
Stadium. Open a checking 
account with farmers & 
Merchants Bank today. It's 
all you need for the fastest 
cash on campus. 
To open your account, drop by any location: 
221 North Main, College Piua or Brook**. Or 
cull 489-2600 for the location neareet you. FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK 










• Facial Beds 
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working together in a joint philanthropy to 
benefit The Ogeechee Womens Domestic 
Violence Shelter. All donations will be used to 
purchase food, clothes, and necessary supplies 
for the shelter 
Give Domestic Violence A Red Card 
Please send all donations to: 
Delta Tau Delta 
PO Box 12302 




Brand New Wolf Tanning Beds! 
24XL Bulbs 
(January thru February) 
nterl ninj 
15 Visits for $25 
or 
1 Visit for $3 
ill Cfl The Bit; 
^_Jy       HAIR S 
• Acrylic Nails 






4 other Stylists 
Available 
681-2017 
Located Next to 
Mellow Mushroom 
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Black Awareness Month promoted by campus events 
Bv Tia Martin    W  y
Staf writer 
On Jan. 29 at 7:00 p.m., sev- 
eral students were lined up out- 
side the union bal room, anx- 
iously waiting to get inside and 
find a good seat, so they could see 
the best of what GSU had to offer 
in student talent. 
The event was "A Showcase of 
Talent," a talent show sponsored 
by the Black Student Aliance. 
"The event was used to raise 
money for BSA's up-coming com- 
munity projects," Shree Elam, 
the chairperson and coordinator 
of the talent show, said. 
"The BSA does so many things 
for the community," Elam said. 
"For instance, during Thanks- 
giving we gave turkey baskets to 
those in need, and sometimes we 
don't have the money to help like 
we realy want." 
Many audience members felt 
the show was a hit and were glad 
to see fun and positive events 
like this one. 
"I felt the show brought stu- 
dents together."Kaisha Handy, 
an  audience member,  said. 
Contestants at "A Showcase of Talent 
but the focus of the competition was to 
Month. 
David Mathews 
' competed for top honors 
support Black Awareness 
"There was no fighting just fun 
and that made the show a suc- 
cess," Kaisha Handy,an audience 
member, said. 
Tarae D. Smith won the tal- 
ent show by impressing the 
judges over with a soul stirring 
gospel song. 
Elam and other BSA mem- 
bers encourage any students in- 
terested in BSA, to come out to 
the meetings every Tuesday at 7 
p.m. in the Russel Union. 
"This event somewhat embod- 
ied what Black Awareness month 
is al about," Elam said. "It's 
about bringing together a people 
to showcase their talent in a posi- 
tive and fun way." 
"A Showcase of Talent" was 
just one of two exciting events 
held last week to promote Black 
Awareness Month. The other 
event was, "Puting on the Hits 
Lip Sync Competition," spon- 
sored by the National Associa- 
tion for the Advancement of Col- 
ored People. 
"This event is just one of many 
events used to raise scholarship 
money for the Miss African 
American scholarship pageant," 
Shenica Bridges, an officer of 
the NAACP said. 
The audience was responsive 
to the show but unfortunately 
this event did not raise much 
money. 
"Do not fear," Bridges said. 
"There wil be several up coming 
events al in hopes of raising 
money for the Miss African 
American Pageant taking place 
on Feb. 25." 
Bridges is also coordinator of 
this year's Miss African Ameri- 
can Pageant along with Erica 
Gordon. 
The NAACP encourages al 
students to take part in this 
year's Black Awareness Month 
events. 
Some of the ther events in- 
clude Black History Quiz Bowl 
on Feb. 18 and motivational 
speaker Bev Smith on Feb. 26. 
Also Books Plus wil offer a 15% 
discount on best-seling Black 
Awareness Month books. 
Check out one of these events 
and heighten your own aware- 
ness. 
The George-Anne needs experienced photographers. Applications are being accepted . until Thursday @ 6:00pm in 
room223oftheWilams center. 
CAMPC0NCHAR1V 
GIRL SCOW CAMP 
ON ZEAUIFUL PINE MOUNTAIN, 
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Alow the GSU Botanical Gardens to bring you back to nature By Jessica Morton 
Staf writer 
Did you know that GSU has a 
Botanical Garden? Many are 
unaware that this cultural re- 
source is offered to students. 
The Botanical Garden is lo- 
cated at 1211 Fair Road. 
It is a building with plants on 
display for enjoyment and edu- 
cation. 
Dee Hope,a garden employee, 
describes the place as a zoo with 
plants. 
There is also a farm where we 
can learn about local history and 
culture. 
"I want the garden to be a part 
of the students' lives and hope 
that it wil become more wel- 
known," Hope said. 
During the rest of winter quar- 
ter, the Botanical Garden is of- 
fering several programs for al 
ages. 
The first program is on Satur- 
day, Feb. 8 from 10 a.m. to 1p.m. 
. It is a Primitive Basketry class 
taught by Bety Menges and Liz 
Pipkin. 
Everyone over the age of 12 is 
welcome. 
The cost is $15 for members 
and $20 for non-members. 
The workshop consists of gath- 
ering your own natural materi- 
als and making baskets from ' 
them. 
It is recommended for partici- 
pants to wear jeans, gloves, an 
apron or smock and to bring 
pruning shears or floral snips. 
Four other workshops are of- 
fered throughout the quarter. 
These include: Winter Tree I.D. 
on Feb. 13, Aromatherapy on Feb. 
22, Organic Gardening on March 
8 and Springtime Crafts on 
March 22 . 
For more information, con- 
tact Dee Hope at 871-1114 about 
registering for workshops. 
"I want to see some student 
faces out there," Hope said. 
The garden is a nice way for 
students to relax and get away 
from the pressures of colege life. 
So grab your old clothes and 
pruning shears and go botani- 
cal. 
^^ BfKS^  
GSU STUDENTS 
Bring in this ad for: 
-half price pawns- 
-up to 50% off al itmes- 
in the store 
TVs, VCRs, Stereos, Microwaves, Refrigerators* Jewelry, and much more 406 Gair Road 
(912)764-9388 
Statesboro Junction-Next to Holiday Pizza 
Mike Spilker 
These children enjoyed a day in nature during the GSU Botanical 
Garden's Fal Festival last quarter. This quarter the garden is ofering 
many more activities for students to participate in this quarter. ninnii mi m miinn 
EAGLE CINEMA 
i$> tfv* AT THE RUSSELL UNOIN V*" Film Commitee 
Wednesday, February 5 
Russel Union RM 2043 • 4:30 
For More Info., Cal 681-0399  IWrrrt 
Russel Union Gameroom 






Men's & Women's S-Bal 
GSU Bookstore Gift Certificates 
First Place: $50 
Second Place: $25 
Third Place: $10 
Al Tournaments wil be held in the gameroom 
on Tuesdays at 6pm unless otherwise 
announced. A minimum of eight (8) entries must 
be received for the tournament to be held. 
 ^ 'Need more information? 
Cal 681-0444 or Russel Union at 681-0399 
JuSt in daSe 





It's every where 
you want to be: 
<L0 Visa U.S.A. Inc. 19'?7 
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George-Anne 
GSU Hoop Troop tune into spirit and energy at basketball games 
By Kelly Linn Blake 
Staff Writer 
Have you ever been to a bas- 
ketball game and wondered what 
gets everyone so hyped up? 
Contrary to popular belief, it 
is not just a great basketball 
team. 
The Georgia Southern Pep 
Band, more affectionately known 
as "The Hoop Troop," contrib- 
utes its talents and spirit to 
Hanner Gymnasium every game. 
Without it, the gym would be a 
whole lot quieter. 
The pep band has been a uni- 
versity tradition for many years. 
They are what keeps the GSU 
teams going. 
They are what makes the vis- 
iting team feel the Eagle Spirit. 
They are the ones that keep 
the crowd screaming. 
They are the Georgia South- 
ern Hoop Troop! 
"Hoop Troop is more than a 
great basketball pep band," said 
David Mathews 
The GSU Hoop Troop plays at all GSU basketball games.   They 
provide fan support by getting the crowd hyped up and ready to cheer. 
Virgil Lee Badie, a member of Most of the members of the 
Hoop Troop. "It is a great musi- Hoop Troop are also part of the 
cal experience.   It's a lot of fun Georgia  Southern Marching 
and you get to cheer your team Band, 
on to victory." Since most of the "Troopers" 
already know the band music 
from the football season, they 
only have two rehearsals before 
basketball season begins. 
The pep band may not have to 
spend much time in rehearsal 
but they still give up many week- 
ends to attend games. 
"If it were not for the Hoop 
Troop, the games would be bor- 
ing," Adam Grier, an ex-Hoop 
Trooper, said. 
Sometimes the Hoop Troop 
spends up to five hours on game 
days in the Hanner Gymnasium. 
The pep band even plays at 
double-headers. 
In recent years, the basket- 
ball teams have even asked the 
Hoop Troop to show up extra 
early to the games, so they can 
help liven up everyone there. 
"It's pretty neat though," 
Randall Roger, baritonist, said. 
"I like cheering on the basketball 
team. We scream and yell at the 
top of our lungs. It's a job I really 
like." 
Pep band member Binh 
Nham's only wish during the 
games is for some free refresh- 
ments like they used to get in 
past years. 
"Some free Cokes would be 
nice," Nahm said. 
The Hoop Troop is made up of 
20 to 30 members. 
The GSU Music Department 
and the Athletic Department 
work together to make the games 
a great experience for everyone 
involved. 
"I think the pep band is great," 
Terrence Ellis said. "It is a fun 
way to relieve stress. It's some- 
thing to do on the weekends. It 
helps pep the crowd up." 
So at the next game, cheer on 
the Eagles, cheer on each bas- 
ket, cheer on your favorite player 
but remember to cheer on the 
Hoop Troop, too. 
They are what keeps the 
crowd cheering on. 
The George-Anne 
is looking for a few good feature 
writers. If you are interested, come 
by RM 223 of the Williams Center 












Send your Valentine a 
stuffed animal, candy 
and three songs of 
Love, all for just $15 - 
SID with Student ID (and at 
the same time support to GSU 
Baptist Student Union 
Missions Program!) 
We will be delivering 
these Singing Valentines 
Feb. 12, 13, & 14 
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Freshmen reflect on first quarter away from home 
By Jessica Morton 
Staff Writer 
Fall quarter is over Christ- 
mas break has passed, and an- 
other quarter of classes and ac- 
tivities has begun. It is the sec- 
ond quarter of college for the 
freshmen at GSU. 
The majority agree that col- 
lege is great because parents are 
not telling them what to do all 
the time. 
"I enjoy the fact that you can 
go and come as you please - as 
long as you keep your grades 
up," Jennifer Leach said. 
There are definitely more re- 
sponsibilities at school than at 
home. 
Freshmen must learn to get 
up on their own for classes and 
learn to do their own laundry. 
This can make the first quarter 
of school very hectic and nerve- 
racking for students. 
The adjustment to classes was 
hard for some and easy for oth- 
ers. 
"Classes aren't necessarily 
harder," Shana LaVine said. 
"There's just a higher expect- 
ancy and you don't get walked 
though everything." 
Many students found it hard 
"I ENJOY THE FACT 
THAT YOU CAN GO 
AND COME AS YOU 
PLEASE ..." 
— JENNIFER LEACH, 
GSU STUDENT 
to get used to having to study. 
Finals stressed the group out 
and had many screaming at the 
top of their lungs. 
Dorm life has been a big ad- 
justment for everyone. Most of 
the girls don't like the commu- 
nity bathrooms and the lack of 
privacy. 
" I like having all my friends 
here, right down the hall," 
Michelle Smoker said. 
"It's good to have people liv- 
ing around you," Mike Vrmeer 
said. "I never realized how clean 
I am compared to everyone else!" 
Overall, the group likes GSU. 
"I'm glad I'm getting a top- 
rate education", Vrmeer said. "I 
like the library and the internet 
and e-mail." 
"GSU is a good-sized school 
that is small enough that you 
don't get lost," LaVine said. 
The students I talked to had 
some final suggestions on how to 
improve life at GSU. 
They think the Pickel Barrel 
is way too expensive and that the 
financial aid office should get 
more on the ball. 
All agree that parking is ter- 
rible, so they fit right in with the 
upperclassmen. 
Other than that, freshmen 
agree that college life is great! 
The black Awareness Month Committee    ' 
presents 
The Number 1 Play In America 
"Our Young $\ack Men Are Dying and Hobo< 
Seems to Care11 
February 19,1997 
Marvin Pit-tman Auditorium 
7:00 p.m. 
Hosted by the National Society of Black Engineers 
Due to limited apace, tickets will be issued from the Office-of Multicultural Prog r.'S: 
Midterm is approaching and it is time to ask the question 
- so, how's it going in the classroom? 
By this time you should have had some feedback on how well you are performing in the classroom. Maybe you've figured your course grade and are not 
pleased with the results. You are panicked and wonder "will this bad grade do me in? Is there any hope in this course?" 
Yes, there are some things you can do. Bad grades in the first part of the quarter are symptoms of an illness but it need not be fatal. There are some 
things to do to be back on track: 
1. How often are you attending class? 
If your answer is "most days", perhaps you need to re-examine your 
priorities. As a general rule, to make up one hour in class you would 
need to get notes from at least three persons in your class, copy 
them and compare what your fellow students have recorded, and 
then write your own version based upon your reading of the 
material. In short, it takes a lot more time and effort to make up time 
missed from class than it does to go to class. 
2. Are you prepared when you go to class? 
Have you read your textbook? Revised your notes from the day 
before? 
3. How did you prepare for your test or assignment? 
You can't cram two weeks of learning into a one hour session before 
the test or even an all night study period. You need to make sure 
you understand each day's material, or as is often said, "How do you 
eat an elephant? One bite at a time." So how do you prepare for a 
test? One day at a time. 
4. Did you visit your instructor? 
Now is the time to schedule that appointment with your professor 
and get some feedback from her or him about how you can improve 
your performance. Ask to review your test - discuss the correct 
answers and how your thinking led you to a different conclusion. 
Ask your professor advice about how you can prepare for the class. 
Demonstrate courtesy and politeness. Many faculty and 
administrators have "open door" policies; that is they meet with you 
without an appointment on the basis of availability. Since faculty 
and administrators have a variety of job duties, they may not be able 
to meet with you at the exact moment you desire, but they are willing 
to make an appointment with you for a mutually convenient time. It 
is your responsibility, however, not to wait until the last moment to 
solve a problem and expect the person whose help you need to be 
immediately available. When you schedule an appointment, be 
TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR 
EFFECTIVE STUDY SKILLS 
I. Thou Shalt Be Responsible, and Thou Shalt Be Active - for There 
Be No Other Passage to Academic Success. 
II. Thou Shalt Know Where Thy "Hot Buttons" Are, and Thou Shalt 
Push Them Regularly. 
III. If Thou Hath Questions, Asketh Them. If Thou Hath No Ques- 
tions, Maketh Them. 
IV. Thou Shalt Learn That Thou and Thy Professor Maketh a Team - 
and Thou Shalt Be a Team Player. 
V. Thou Shalt Not Parketh Thyself in. the Back of the Room! 
VI. Thou Shalt Not Write in Thy Notes What Thou Faileth to Under- 
stand! 
VII. If Thine Interest in Class Be Gone, Faketh It! 
VIM.    Thou Shalt Know That If Silence Be Golden - Recitation Shalt Be 
Platinum. 
IX. Thou Shalt Knoweth That Cram Is a Four-Letter Word. 
X. Thou Shalt Not Procrastinate - and Thou Shalt Beginneth Not 
Doing it Right Now. 
(Larry Ludewig in Recruitment and Retention in Higher Education (1993)). 
responsible for keeping the appointment and for being on time. The 
professor who has set this time apart to discuss your needs, has not 
planned to be involved in another project during this time. When you 
fail to attend, you waste his/her time and another student might have 
benefitted from this time. Time is valuable. Respect your professor's 
willingness to help you by returning the courtesy through promptness 
and by keeping your appointments. 
Academic Affairs 
Vice President's Office 
Landrum Center Box 8022 
Georgia Southern University 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
912/681-5258 
hscarter@GaSoU.edu 




"Every action of our lives 
touches on some chord that 
will vibrate in eternity." 
— Edwin H. Chapin 







v 5 Party givers 
r10 Condemn 
14 Golf club 
15 Asian range 
'16 Bone in the arm 
,17 Farm structure 




22 In great 
'       abundance 
24 — Carson 
25 Bone: pref. 
26 Prehistoric 
,-       people 
30 Most needy 
34 Wear away 
gradually 
35 Portent 
,  37 Mimic 
38 Physician, for 
short 
39 Santo — 
42 Formal clothes, 
<t      for short 
43 "I — Camera" 
44 Glass square 
45 Warning 
47 Rebounded 
**50 Is indignant at 
52 Sculls 
53 — Tin Tin 
54 Cousin to the 
# llama 
57 Cape Canaveral 
event 
62 Minced oath 
63 Wearies 
^.65 Graven image 
66 Musical sound 
67 Gladden 
68 Money in Milan 
69 Ending for pun 
>     or gang 
,   70 Depressions 
71 Obstacle 
DOWN 
* 1 Small hill 
'    2 Seed 
appendage 
3 Nat King — 
_ 4 Rapped 
All rights resolved. 
5 Rock salt 
6 Edible spread 










21 Used a 
stopwatch 
23 From — Z 
25 First act 
26 Fragrant wood 
27 Smell 
28 Outspoken 
29 Wandering ones 
31 Consumed 
32 Gush of liquid 
33 School books 
36 Hr. part 
40 Ran 
41 Fertile area 
01 •Announcements 
AD PLACEMENT (For Commercial 
jjEnterprises) - Classified ads in the George- 
Binne cost 200 per word with a $4 minimum 
Iper insertion. Please add $1 per ad for 
J mailing and handling for tearsheet service. 
(The customer is responsible for proofing the 
ad immediately upon publication. Pre- 
payment with your ad is appreciated. Call 
1   681-5418 for more information. The George- 
Anne reserves the right to refuse any 
advertisement.  
V   AD PLACEMENT (For Students, Faculty & 
Staff) - The George-Anne publishes ads for 
I   students, faculty and staff which are non- 
commercial in nature. Submit your ads, 25 
words or less, either in person at Room 223 
Williams Center during normal business 
i    hours (9am to 4pm), or via mail at Landrum 
Box 8001. Please do not attempt to place 
free ads via telephone ~ at these prices we 
I    don't take dictation.  .  
All free student and faculty ads to be run in 
the George-Anne must have a Name and 
Landrum Box number. If it does not have 
both, it will not be printed. 
All gentlemen interested in forming a NEW 
GREEK SOCIAL FRATERNITY should call 
871-5868. We are looking for OUTGOING, 
.'.   CONFIDENT men of INTEGRITY. Ask for 
Mark.  
ATTENTION: The George-Anne screens all 
I   classified ads prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for 
legitimate products & services only. 
Students are urged to exercise caution 
1   when replying to ads, particularly those 
'  which ask for money or a credit card 
number in advance of delivery of products 
or services. Students are also urged to 
report to the newspaper (at 681-5418) any 
suspicious offers they might see in the 
'   classifieds. Remember, if an offer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
Looking for a male to be a MERENGE 
dance partner. Previous merenge 
' Experience is a must (clubs, etc.). Possible 
performance in pageants, talent shows, or 
just for fun. Latino is a plus, but not a 
must. Call 688-3390 5-11 pm weekdays, 
after 10 pm on Sundays.  
I Psychology Coalition will meet alternate 
Thursdays beginning Feb. 30th at 5:15 pm 
in the Conference Room, MPP 2041. 
Anyone interested in psychology is 
welcome. >       - —  
Second Annual Black and White 
Masquerade Ball. Triangle Club in 
conjunction with Black Awareness Month. 
Friday, Feb. 14th, 8 p.m. In the Williams 
•'■ Center Ballroom. Call 489-2638 or 871- 
'  :723.  
The College Republicans will be having a 
general meeting on Thursday, Feb. 6 at 
6:30j>m in Union room 2042. 
03«Autos for Sale 
1981 Ford F150 pickup for sale.  115,000 
miles, in good working condition. White, 
' long bed, 300 6-cylinder, 3 speed. $1350/ 
OBO, for more info call Daniel at 489-6338. 
91 Mustang LX, extra clean, reliable, auto 
transmission, AC, cruise, PWand PL. AM/ 
FM cassette and more ! Looks new, 
graduating, going overseas..must sell ! 
$4600/OBO. Call 681-6064. SALE SALE! 
Volkswagen Scirocco, 1986. Only 53,000 
miles. Black, 5 speed, AC, sun roof. One 
owner-garage kept, beautiful condition. 
$4700.  1-770-924-9069. 
05»Business Opportunities 
$1000s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part time. At 
hoem. Toll free 1-800-218-9000 ext T-7828 
for listings. 
07»Education 
It's no longer necessary to borrow money for 
college. We can help you obtain'funding. 
Thousands of awards available to all 
students. Immediate qualification. 1 800- 
651-3393 
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46 Edible seeds 57 Fiber source 
48 Noisier 58 Latvian 
49 Writer Fleming 59 Norse god 
51 Obliterates 60 "— Few Dollars 
54 Former GIs More" 
55 "— plenty of..." 61 Pennant 
56 Woody stem 64 —de-France 
09«Furniture & Appliances 
Black laquered entertainment center with 
glass door for sale. $85 OBO. Also, twin 
bed, 2 years old - $65 OBO. Call Debbie, 
681-6622, leave a message.  
Bunk-beds w/mattresses. Solid wood, great 
condition. $275/OBO. Call Trish at 681- 
6185 or 871-4680. 
Small futon for sale. Great for dorm room 
or apartment. $50. Call Seth and leave a. 
message. 871-7454.  
Washer and Dryer for sale. Practically 
new, asking $225. Please call 871-3199, for 
more info. 
11 »Help Wanted 
Earn money quickly for VALENTINE'S 
DAY. Join Avon and give your someone 
special something special. Call Melissa 
Digneyatj87:2042 or leave a message.  
Earn quick Valentine's Day cash. Join 
Avon and give your special someone 
something special. Call Melissa Disney at 
587-2042 for information, leave a message. 
Earn thousands stuffing envelopes. Rush 
$1 and a SASE to PO Box 19045 Statesboro, 
GA 30460.  
Part time office assistant needed for local 
construction company. EOE an drug-free 
workplace. General office knowledge and 
professional attitude required. Please call 
489-8948.  
The George-Anne is accepting applications 
from experienced photographers until 6:00 
p.m. On Thursday, Feb. 6. Apply at the 
Cheif Photographers Desk in room 223 of 
the Williams Center. 
12»Lost& Found 
FOUND!! Orange, striped, male cat. 
Approx. 7 months old. If not claimed, will 
give away or have to give to humane 
society. Most loveable cat alive !! Please 
call Kari at 871-5279. ■ 
Found on campus Wed, Jan 22 at 11 am: 
Bracelet. Call to identify, 681-2583. 
Reward offered for the return of a Guess 
watch lost between Russell Union and 
Cone Hall. If found, please contact Cherell 
at 688-3324. 
13*Miscellaneous for Sale 
486sx, 25 MHZ computer for sale. SVGA 
screen, CD-ROM, 14.4 modem, sound card, 
printer, and games. $450 OBO. Call Ron 
at 688-2089.  
Computer for sale. 486 8 mag, WIN 95 
software, $800 or best offer. Good for doing 
papers and projects. Call Seth at 871-7454, 
leave a message.  
For sale: Baseball cards - Kirby Puckett, 
Dwight Gooden, Darryl Strawverry, Felix 
Jose, Andy Benes, Ken Hill, Jimmy Key, 
Alan Trammell, Eric Davis. Call Renee' at 
871-3918. 
Sony CD player, 20 Wx 4, $150, Fultron 
Amp 55 wx4, $150. Call Vic at 681-4463. 
Also, Bauer roller blades, top of the line, 
size 10, only worn 3 times, $150. 
14»Motorcycles 
Kawasaki Ninja 500.  1994, 900 miles. 
Great shape, great gas mileage. Looks 
could kill ! Call Brandon at 489-5983 after 
1 pm. $3600 OBO. 
15*Musical 
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Equalizer for car. 40 watt for sale. Great 
condition, $30. Also single burner 
backpacking stove for propane with base, 
$10 - call Drew at 764-9458. 
Hey Bands! Need equipment? PA, lights, 
mics, monitor, guitar, amp, effects, and 
more. Top quality, low price. Call David at 
839-3586. 
Pearl drum set, 5pc, red w/ Zildjian hit-hat, 
16" Sabian crash and 20" Zildjian ride 
cymbals. Great cond. $625 OBO. Call 
Ashley 681-2361.  ' 
17«Pets& Supplies 
Female Rottweiler puppy for sale. Call 489- 
3452 for more info.  
Ferrett for sale. Breed: silver mint (male), 
Age: 11 months, Needs: love and care. 
Includes pet porter and 5 lbs of food. Price, 
$75. Call Tressa Strother at 681-3189. 
For sale:   two cockatiels including cage, 
rug, book, and food. $200. Call 685-4167 
after 3 pm and ask for Tim.  
Full blooded Dalmations for sale! Ready in 
three weeks. $150 OBO. For more info call 
Michelle at 871-7314. 
PUPPIES for VALENTINE'S DAY! 
Beautiful AKC labradors. Excellent 
conformation and pedigree. Black males 
$300, 489-8315. 
M or F desperately needed to sub lease in 
Park Place. Own room and bath. W/D, 
keep your deposit!! Please call 681-8117. 
Need female to sublease Spring and 
Summer Quarter. Park Place, own 
bedroom and bath, trash pick-up, washer 
and dryer. Call 871-7658, rent is $262.50. 
Need someone to sublease a beautiful one 
bedroom upstairs apartment in St. James 
Place spring and summer quarter. $350/ 
month with water. Call Holly at 871-4474 
and leave a message. 
One bedroom apartment for SUBLEASE 
NOW ! Less than two years old, near 
stadium, poolfront, located in Eagle's Court. 
Call Debbie/Nadine at 681-6622 and leave a 
message.        
One or two roommates needed ASAP at 
Campus Courtyard. $225/month plus 1/4 of 
utilities. Call 681-2583 for moremfo. 
Please take over our lease ! 3bdr/2bath 
townhouse apt in Park Place. Spring and 
Summer Qtr. Call Susan or Jenny at 871- 
3177. 
Reasonable Rental: 764-5003. 
SWF needed to sublease beginning April 1 
at Bermuda Run. Own room, bath. $285/ 
1/2 of utilities. Call Stacey at 681-8401. 
Terrific Summer Opportunity !! 
Four responsible non-smokers needed to 
sub lease 4bdr/2bath fully furnished 
apartment Summer Quarter at Campus 
Courtyard. Call Amy or Beth at 681-4634. 
Wanted: professor or graduate student to 
rent 2 bedrooms of a 3 bedroom pond house 
on a private lake. 5 miles north of town, 
appliances furnished, some furniture. $350/ 
plus utilities. References and deposit 
required. Call 764-9780. 
20»Roommates 
Desperatley seeking one or two WF 
roommates in a new 3 bedroom mobile 
home. $200/monthplusashareofthe 
utilities. Cable and phone in your room. 
Call Christy at 681-8887 ASAP !!  
Dupplex apartment for rent. Close to 
Statesboro High School. 2 br/1 1/2 bath, 
outside storage, no pets. $450/month. Call 
489-1066.  
Female needed to sublease at Player's Club 
Winter and Spring Qtr. 4bdr/2bath flat. 
$235/month, call Melanie at 489-5983. 
r.—* ^=^—» 
An ExperiencecTPhotographer 
if interested, apply at the 
George-Anne 681-5246 
 ' : ■■   i     ■ —i 1 ^_ ; ___^ 
Female roommate needed ASAP in 
Plantation Villas. Own bedroom. W/D, new 
carpet, half furnished. $225/month plus 1/2 
of utilities. Call 871-5156 or 681-4204. 
Female roommate needed immediately to 
take over lease. Campus Courtyard, non- 
smoker, own bedroom/bath. Furnished, 
$300/month plus 1/2 of utilities. $300 
deposit required. Call Erica at 681-3127. 
Female roommate needed in Campus 
Courtyard to take over lease. Non-smoker, 
own room, bath furnished. $300/month 
plus 1/2 of utilities. $300 deposit by March 
1997. Call Erica at 681-3127. 
Female roommate needed to take over lease 
in Towne Club. Own bedroom, $230/month 
plus 1/4 of utilities. Free membership to 
South Georgia Fitness. Call Amy at 681- 
8605. 
Female roommate needed tosublease 
master bedroom for Spring/Summer. 
Furnished townhome with personal full 
bath, new carpet, new paint, only $230 a 
month plus 1/3 of utilities. Call April at 
681-3974. 
Female roommate needed. $225/month 
plus 1/2 of utilities. Call 681-3820 for more 
info. 
Male roommate needed immediately. Eagle 
Creek. Own bedroom and bath, furnished 
living room. $250/month plus 1/4 of 
utilities. Spring and Summer Quarter. 
Call Kim or Brian at 681-4257. 
19»Rentals& Real Estate 
Roommate needed immediately to share2 
BR, 2 Ba mobile home $200/mo plus 1/2 
utilities (free water. 681-4060. 
2 bedroom apt for sublease Spring and 
Summer Qtr. Hawthorne Ct. Call 871- 
4877 and ask for Brandy or Kellie.  
3bdr/2bath house for rent.  1 to 3 people 
needed to sublease. Free cable, rent is $233 
month. Call Jason at 681-7197 or leave a 
message on voice mail.  
Apartment for rent. Georgia Ave. 1 bath, 
washer/dryer, dish washer, 2 bedroom. 
Need someone to take over lease ASAP !! 
Please call Lisa or Jim at 681-1065. 
Available now !!3 bedroom mobile home 
close to campus. Free water, available for 
one or two people. Call Chris for 
appointment, 871-3054 or 764-5621.  
Available now: 1994 3 bedroom/2 bath 
mobile home in great condition. $500/ 
month including water, located close to 
GSU and Ogeechee Tech. Only serious 
inquires, call or leave a message with 
MarciaorLiz. 871-3911 or 681-6432. 
Desperate! $200/month OBO. Big house 
near campus. Female willing to negotiate ! 
If interested call 681-3909 and leave a 
message.  
Female needed to sublease 2 bdr/2 bath at 
Eagles Court Condos. Spring and Summer 
Quarter remain on lease. Washer/Dryer 
included, reasonable rent for great 
apartment and roomie ! Call Ami at 681- 
7375.         ■ 
Help! I need someone to sublease my 
apartment in Towne Club, moving away.   ' 
Need someone for Spring and Summer. 
Great roommates, loads of fun. Call 681- 
S2^&n6/\eayeamessa%e. 
HOUSE FOR RENT - 3-4 Bedrooms, 2-3 
baths, living room, new kitchen. Min. 3 
students $185/mo each. 8 Crescent Ave. 
(near downtown off Savannah Avenue). 
Available now, CaH 587-5936. 
Houses and Apartments available in 
September. No pets, 24 hour repairs, rental 
rate same for four years. Call 764-6076. 
Male/Female roommate needed to share 
three bedroom/2 bath house in Sherwood 
Forrest.   Call Patrick or Rob at 871-6877. 
Roommate needed to sublease apartment. 
$225/month. Own room, call 681-7437 for 
more info. 
Roommate needed ASAP to share 2 bdr/ 
lbath house. $200/month plus 1/3 of 
utilities. Call 871-3199 or 489-5018. 
Roommate needed ASAP. $200/month plus 
1/2 of utilities. Free water, washer/dryer 
equipped. Will have own room and bath. 
Nice trailer located near campus. Please 
call Bethany at 681-1583.  
Roommate needed for the remaineder of 
Winter Quarter. $200/month plus 1/2 of 
utilities. Call 871-6479. 
Roommate needed to sublease for spring 
and summer quarter. Upstairs bedroom in 
four bedroom townhouse in Campus 
Co^rtyard^Please call Leah sit 871-7203. 
Roommate needed. Private bedroon/ 
bathroom, spacious living area, duplex 
apartment. Need a female to take over 
lease ASAP or by Spring Quarter. Call 
Denaat 764-7490. 
Someone needed to move in at Willow Bend 
ASAP. Great roommates, call Peter at 681- 
7486,1 can help pay for rent.  
Sublease for spring quarter. One bedroom, 
$375/month. Electricity, water included. 
Right across from GSU. Very nice 
neighborhood. Call 489-5759.  
SWF roommate needed ASAP to share 
brand new 2 br mobile home. Private bath. 
Only five miles from campus. Please call 
Melissa at 852-5033 after 5:30 pm. 
Two females need a roommate! 3 bedroom 
townhouse, private bed and bath. Free 
deposit, water, Gold's Gym membership. 
Cheap, 2 minutes from campus. Spring and 
Summer Qtr. Lease. 681-7128. 
21'Services 
For a free skin consultation or to try 
samples of the new skin care line from Avon 
or to receive a catalog call Melissa Disney 
at 587-2042. 
Have your wedding dress custom made by 
DEE-ZIGNS. Also Bride's Maids, Prom, 
Pageant, Evening Wear and Alterations. 
Call Dee Washington at (912) 764-7200. 
I sell Mary Kay ! If you need a facial, 
makeup tricks or need a new style, call 
April at 489-6517 for your makeup.  
Long distance rates !!  11.9 cents per 
minute. 24 hours a day on or off campus. E 
mail your name and phone number to gsi 
01145. 
Need something typed and spell checked on 
the computer? Must be legible and in order. 
$1.00/per double spaced page. Call or leave 
message, Renee' 871-3918.  
Personalized cards, signs, banners, and 
letterhead made on Print Shop. Cards/ 
Signs, $0.50/per page. Banners/Letterhead, 
$0.25/per page. Call or leave message - 
Renee' 871-3918.  
Typing...Lesson plans, units, term papers, 
resume, etc. GSU secretary. Overnight 
guaranteed. Call Brenda at 489-3364. 
22«Sports & Stuff 
Hunting Bow for sale. Highcountry $150 
plus all of my accessories. Call Seth and 
leave a message. 871-7454. 
Schwinn High plains mountain bike for 
sale. Great components, good condition. 
Only $175, call 681-4102. 
Trek 800 for sale. Two months old, great 
condition. $200. Call 688-2940. 
27»Wanted 
ATHLETES Cash in! Sports collector pays 
up to $450 for used H.S. Varsity team letter 
jackets, 1990 or newer. Any school, any 
condition. 770-517-8406 or 
tom.n@mci2000.com 
28»Weekends & Travel 
$29 SPRING BREAK PACKAGE 
Boardwalk Beach Resort - Panama City's 
Spring Break Headquarters, Only $29 Per 
Person! Restrictions Apply.  1-800-224- 
4853. _^ 
Panama City, FL !! Best hotels and condos 
From $139. MTV! Campus connections 1- 
888-750-4SUN. 
Sun & Ski Travel & Tours - Cancun - 
Jamaica - Bahamas, $299; Colorado Ski 
Trip, $599; Cruises from $330. Call 1-888- 
SUN-N-SKI 
PANAMA CITY BEACH, FL 
MARK4I 
i BEACH BESOCT from $22 a night 
Quality 
I   Inn 
[from $25 
a night ommmlwk! 
Stay here and party here. Two beachfront 
hotels wfth a party nightclub right In the 
middle. Free keg party on arrival, beer par- 
ties nightly, live bands day & night, hot rock 
& roll and reggae, sex on the beach and bikini 
contests, two hot dancerooms, killer DJs. 
1-800-874-7101 
Prices per person based on quint occ. 
P.S. Mueller 
NflllOfVrU Pl/BLK KODEO. 
1996 Miss Georgia Southern University 
Jana Thompson 
Invites You to Climb... 
Tickets: 
GSU Students $3.00 
General Public $5.00 
Tickets Available at 
The GSU Ticket Office 
or at the door 
Saturday, February 8 
7:00 PM 
Russell Union Ballroom 
wm 
Mistress Of Ceremony 
Kara Martin Shelar 
49thjlnnual 
Miss Georgia Southern University 
Scholarship Pageant 
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Rev. Joseph Lowery steps down from SCLC after 20 years at helm 
The Associated Press 
ATLANTA — After 20 years 
as head of the Southern Chris- 
tian Leadership Conference, the 
Rev. Joseph Lowery is retiring 
from the civil rights organiza- 
tion he helped start with the 
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. 
The 74-year-old Lowery, 
whose retirement has been ex- 
pected to come this year, said 
that he wil leave the post of 
SCLC president in July but 
said he ould remain involved in 
civil rights. 
"I'm not leaving the scene, 
I'm only leaving the day-to-day 
activities. There is no way I 
wil retire from the movement," 
said Lowery, who helped orga- 
nize the SCLC in 1957 with King 
and the Rev. Ralph David 
Abernathy. 
The organization celebrates 
its 40th anniversary Feb. 14. 
Lowery, a Huntsvile, Ala., 
native who has worked with the 
SCLC since its inception, served 
as a vice president and chair- 
man of the board before being 
named president in 1977. 
Lowery said wants to spend 
more time with his family and 
intends on writing several books 
"I'M NOT LEAVING 
THE SCENE, I'M ONLY 
LEAVING THE DAY-TO- 
DAY ACTIVITIES. THERE 
IS NO WAY I WILL 
RETIRE FROM THE 
MOVEMENT." 
— REV. JOSEPH LOWERY, 
HEAD OF SCLC 
and giving lectures. 
A search commitee is ex- 
pected to begin a national hunt 
for a replacement. 
"We need to find someone 
with the same foresight, leader- 
DIVERSITY 
continued from page 1 
the clothes dryer, the fountain 
pen, Chicago and the plans for 
Washington, D.C., just to name 
a few contributions. 
"I don't think there is anyone 
in the world that can say that 
their lives were not enhanced by 
a black person," she said. "We 
have al benefited." 
Ray said that most people, 
whether they are white, black, 
Hispanic or Asian, know only a 
smal fraction of the contribu- 
tions of African Americans 
throughout history.  She said 
that everyone can learn and ben- 
efit, though. 
"There are stil things that I 
don't know about the culture and 
I've had two classes on black 
history," she said. "I'm a part of 
the culture and I stil don't know 
everything." 
Ray said that it isn't possible 
to learn everything about black 
history, but it is possible for 
people to appreciate and to un- 
derstand. 
"I don't think that we can ever 
learn it al," she said. 
RAY 
Continued from page 1 
biggest contribution was bring- 
ing awareness to the campus 
about diversity issues. 
"I think I lead by example," 
Ray said. "I made friends across 
the campus in different 
lifestyles." 
Ray feels that GSU has made 
much progress in awareness and 
understanding, but believes that 
we stil have a long way to go. 
"I chalenge the people at GSU 
to step outside the box of diver- 
sity," Ray said. "That is the only 
way we can accomplish what we 
seek.   You have to do it on a 
personal level." 
Ray said that she wil be offer- 
ing a forum to al GSU students 
sometime before she leaves to 
tel the entire campus goodbye. 
An exact date has not been set 
yet but it wil probably be held 
the week before finals. 
"Anyone who wishes to say 
goodbye, I wish they would come 
by and tel me," she said. 
As a final piece of advise to 
GSU, Ray said not to let a group 
or organization define who you 
are. You have to be yourself, she 
said. 
CABLE 
Continued from page 1 
When someone is found in vio- 
lation, Hutchison says he wil 
contact the manager of the apart- 
ment to determine how long that 
person has been leasing the 
apartment. 
"By contacting the manager, 
I wil seek restitution for the 
total payment of services since 
that person has been living in 
that apartment," he said. 
Hutchinson said that is no 
way of teling how long someone 
has been stealing cable. 
"If they have only been receiv- 
ing cable for three months, but 
have been in the apartment for 
three years, those three years 
add up to be quite a lot of money 
owed." 
Another major problem for 
Hutchison is the cost of replac- 
ing equipment that has been sto- 
len. 
"Equipment is being stolen 
and sold. This is costing us a lot 
ofmoney,"hesaid. "There is an 
easy way to detect if someone is 
using equipment inside their 
home. I wil do everything I can 
to prosecute these people." 
Hutchinson said receiving il- 
legal cable service is a crime that 
must be addressed. 
"Theft of my service is no dif- 
ferent than shoplifting," he said. 
"I just want to receive payment 
for my services." 
Check-out The George-Anne on-line 
htp: / www.stp.gasou.edu 
We welcome any comments 
you may have about the 
content of the newspaper. 
< 
KITCHING CHIROPRACTIC It. Commited to Excelence 
RELIEF FROM.. 
O Sports Injuries O Auto Injuries 
O Headaches    D Carpal Tunnel 
 Neck Pain    O Muscle Spasms 
O Arm/Leg Pain  Lower Back Pain 
O Stiffness O Shoulder Pain 
Consultations are 
always FREE. 
Any further treatment shal 
be agreed upon and signed 
by both parties. 
Cal Now 681-BACK (2225) 
110 Rushing Lane - Near corner of 67 & E. Bypass 
ship and analytical skils as Jo- 
seph Lowery," said Raleigh 
Trammel, vice chairman of the 
SCLC board. 
"He has done more for keep- 
ing the legacy of King alive than 
anyone else we could have 
caled on." 
Trammell said the SCLC 
plans to swear in a new presi- 
dent in July at the group's na- 
tional convention in Atlanta. 
State Rep. Tyrone Brooks of 
Atlanta, a former SCLC staffer 
with strong ties to the group, is 
the only person to publicly ex- 
press interest in the job. 
Lowery said he wil work 
closely with the commitee to 
find a successor. 
"It has been a tough thing. I 
have tried to fight the good 
fight," he said. 
"My job was to raise the 
moral issue in regards to social 
and economic (issues) affecting 
black folks. I think we accom- 
plished that." 
r^fi:                -                      "      ■  .
BECOME AN AIR FORCE OFFICER. 
Take the first step to becoming a lead- 
er in today's Air Force. Put your col- 
lege degree to work in the Air Force 
Oficer Training School. After complet- 
ing Oficer Training School you can 
become a commissioned Air Force 
officer with: 
• great starting pay 
• medical and dental care ^ • 30 days vacation with pay per year 
?iPM MTfVH'  * • management opportunities 
1 ■jgr-,    <§r> », Discover how far a career in the Air fi  * Force can take you and what it takes to qualify. Cal »JE' £jfe AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES TOLL FREE 
k^   i        ^k 
1-800-423-USAF 
=      —   =  — '■" —   "" 
s 
(912) 681-9066 
301 South (Across From Georgia Southern) Sunday - Thursday: 11:00 a.m. -12:00 a.m. Friday - Saturday: 11:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
*Gril closes one hour before restaurant closing. 
FREE COKE 
2-Liter Coke With Any Large Pizza at Reg 
Price (Delivery or Take Out Only) 
Lunch Bufet Every Day from 1-2 
New Year's Special 15" Large Piza  $/SQ 
with One Toping    O 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  l  I  l  l  l  l  I  l  l  u  For Pizza Out — It's Pizza Inn! 
j Smal Piza $^99 
j with One Toping Hf 
Good Times! 
Great Food! 
Al Through The Week 
1 
I 
For Pizza Out — It's Pizza Inn! 
Med. Piza 
with One Topin 
